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Woodrow Wilson Fellow to Visit:
Bramsen to examine international -economics
Major opportunities await all liberal arts students this semester. College of the Pacific Student Association (COPA) is sponsoring the Major
Opportunities Forum lecture series,
which will bring alumni and professionals to campus to speak about
career opportunities.
Aliberal arts degree often leads to
,nore flexibility in the job market.
However, confusion can arise for
students who have not yet made specific career objectives.
Karen Ash, COPA vice president,
believes the forum will help students
think about their future by becoming
aware of whatopportunities are available for certain majors after graduation.
Eight departments are participating this fall by providing various
~crs. The art department began
the series Sept. 12, followed by the
Black studies department on Sept.
llO.
Future lectures include psychology on Oct. 19, philosophy on Oct.
'26, computer science on Nov. 9, and
mathematicsonNov. 16. Alllectures
will be held in George Wilson Hall
and refreshments will be provided
Jr students.
The concept foP the lecture t:eries
began early last year when COPA
realized the importance of keeping
students informed of career options.
Although the series is off to a good
start, it may take some time before
students take full advantage of the
lectures. Thefirststephasbeenmade
and COPA encourages student involvement. "In a couple of years,"
said Ash, "it will be something more
people will know about." The participation ofother departments is also
expected in the future.

CRIME REPORT
Seven bikes taken
Seven bicycles were stolen this
week with a total loss exceeding
$1,200. The bicycles were reported
stolen from various campus locatiOns
including Knoles Hall, University
Townhouse Apartments, Bannister
·Hall and the University Center.
Be alert to anyone who looks
suspicious and appears to be checking out bicycles or vehicles. On
,Wednesday, a Hispanic male adult,
5'9" ,120 lbs., with tatoos on his arms
· was reported leaving the area of
Knoles Hall, where a theft occurred.
. 1 On Thursday, two suspicious white
'male adults left the University Center
·
' on bicycles.
Two auto burglaries were reported
this week with a loss of $2,500.
Sometime between Sunday night and
Monday morning two Hyundai vehicles were broken into at the University Townhouse Apartments, Lot
.#14.
On Monday between 8:00 p.m.
and 9:00 p.m., a student had one of
his car tires slashed while it was
Parked on Campus Way. On Friday,
a window was broken on the third
floor of Eiselen Hollse. Both incidents totalled a loss of $150.
Public Safety officers and Fire
Department personnel responded to
five frre alarms last week. The alarms
,lookplaceatJessie Ballantyne, South/
West Hall, Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
,Omega Phi Alpha and Grace Covell.
Two arrests were made this week.
On Tuesday, Public Safety arrested a
lsu?ject for disturbing the peace and
betng in possession of a controlled
substance. The subject was also
Charged with resisting arrest. The
;()ther arrest involved outstanding
w rrants.

Christopher Bramsen, head of the
Division for the Economic and Political Department for the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in Denmark, will be a
Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow at
UOP during the week of Oct. 1.
The informal structure of the
Woodrow Wilson Fellow will allow
Bramsen direct contact with students
and faculty, enabling him to engage
in dialogue with his listeners. He will
give several class presentations, be
the guest of honor at receptions, and
speak with OASIS, the Organization
of Associated Students of the School
of International Studies.
Bramsen is an expert on Danish
affairs, in particular the impact of the
Danish economy on the European
Common Market. His World on
Wednesday lecture on Oct. 4., "The
European Economic Community:
1992," will address the union of
European economic markets in 1992.
Bramsen has served as first secretary of the Danish Embassy in Washington, D.C., counsellor at the Dan-

ish representation to the European
communities, and Danish coordinator for European political cooperation between the 12 European Community member states. Bramsen has
published several articles on Danish
and European foriegn policy issues,
as well as a book on sa.nctions against
South Africa.
Bramsen's visit is sponsored by
the German Marshall Fund of the
U.S. Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation as part of a major effort to increase understanding
between prominent Europeans and
young Americans. The fund believes
that the emerging generation ofleaders on both sides of the Atlantic has
been handicapped by limited knowledge of the relationship between
countries and inadequate first-hand
experience.
The German Marshall Fund was
established in 1972 by a gift from the
Federal Republic of Germany to
commemorate American post-war
assistance under the Marshall Plan.

Since its founding over a decade
ago, the Woodrow Wilson Fellows
program has attempted to create closer
relationships between academic and
non-academic worlds, between campus and community, and between
academic theory and practical reality. Since 1973, over 200 colleges
have participated in the program.
While UOP has had Wilson Fellows come before the founding of
SIS, the growth of the school and the
attention it receives helps to increase
the likelihood that such accomplished
international figures will come to
speak at UOP. Dr. Reuben Smith,
interim dean of SIS, says, "It is not
that we wouldn't be able to have
these Fellows without SIS, [but]
because we have SIS, we are more
visible."
Bramsen, an avid Dixieland jazz
fan, will take time out from his academic schedule to sit in on the Stockton Traditional Dixieland Jazz Festival, "Jazz on the Waterfront," this .
weekend.

Public Safety ARMS tracks crime
72 auto break-ins that have occured
this semester have been in the Universit)" Townhouse parking loL The
ARMS system has determined this
area a "hot spot" In response, Public
Safety added a special parking lot
patrol, and plans to build a fence
around the lot are underway."ARMS
helps us to concentrate on problem
areas, set up surveillance, and catch
the bad guys," said Askew.
The ARMS system is a Macintosh spreadsheet program designed
by UOP Public Safety. The ARMS
system is now in the process of being
copyrighted and will soon be marketed to college campuses across the
U.S. Public Safety featured the program in a booth at the International
Association of Campus Law Enforcementthissummer,stirringmuchinter-

By jennifer Fittinghof
Staff Writer

The Departmen~ of Public Safety
has designed a new computer system
which may help decrease crime on
campus. ARMS (Automated Records
Management System) is a computer
software system which keeps track of
information such as persons involved
and locations of crime incidents, information that can be quickly retrieved later to assist officers.
The program also compiles statistics on campus crime which are
later used to determine officer coverage and high crime areas.
"The system can tell us what is
happening where, and what our losses
are," said Norm Askew, director of
Public Safety. For instance, 30 out of

est. It was the only software program
at the convention designed for the
Macintosh Computer. "There is a lot
of interest in it; a lot of campuses
want to buy it now," said Askew, who
said he receives daily calls about the
program.
Askew estimates the program will
gross$50,000in its frrstyearofsales,
with projections to generate three to
four million dollars a year. All the
profits from ARMS will go to UOP
endowment.
UOP students will not only benefit from the better protection and
endowment of ARMS. "Our goal is
to involve the students in furthering
this project," stated Askew. Possibilities include a student-run help line
and student interns to install and
customize the system.

Rape prevention program
stresses awareness
By David Hurst
Entertainment Editor
If you were to look up the word
"rape" in the dictionary, you might
find a number of differently worded
answers, all revolving around the
same general concept. Rape is the act
of forcing another into sexual activity. This is true to a degree, but rape
is also much more than a sexual assault.
Rape may be the most traumatic
experience that a woman encounters
in her lifetime. It will leave not only
physical, but also emotional and
psychological scars.
The effects are compounded further when the rape is a "date rape."
Th ..s refers to a rape occuring between acquaintances or friends and is
often termed "acquaintance rape."
Current statistics acknowledge
that 1 out of 3 women, and 1 out of 5
men will be raped. Though shocking,
these St.'ltistics can be minimized
through the utilization of proper
education.
Beginning Oct. 2, and continuing
through Oct. 6, the UOP community
will have a unique opportunity to
become aware of the facts concerning rape and many sexual decisions
ofequal magnitude. The San Joaquin
Rape Prevention Program, in coordi-
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Student Advisors Ursula Kleinecke, Heidi Parker and
Karen Ikeno prepare scenerios
nation with Anderson Y, Residential
Life, and Student Advising will present a series of informational discussions and entertainment to make students and faculty aware of the possible repercussions if the wrong sexual decisions are made.
Entitled "Tough Questions-What
Are My Answers?," the program will
include the following:
Monday, 12 noon- Se~ual Scenarios: Student advisors will present
skits designed to get you involved in
the sexual decision making process.

Join the activities in the McCaffrey
Center.
7 p.m.- Rethinking Rape: A
video presentation by the San Joaquin
Rape Prevention Program.
Tuesday, 12 noon- Practical
Guidelines for Dealing with Sexual
Assault: Designed for faculty
members, this program offers personal safety techniques and empathetic responses to survivors of sexual assault Presented in the McCaffrey Center.
(See ASSAULT, back page)
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Christopher Bramsen will discuss the Eu1·opean
economy.

Fraternity pledging
presents hazy issue
By Benjamin Goorin
Staff Writer

"My son was locked in the trunk
of a car after being given a pint of
bourbon, a fifth of wine, and a sixpack of beer and told that he would
have to consume it before being released. This was supposed to make
my boy sick, induce vomiting, and
fulfill a traditional part of the pledge
program for the local fraternity in
which he sought brotherhood.
"But he would not make it. When
his brothers opened the trunk about
40 minutes later, Chuck Stenzel was
unconscious. He was put to bed at the
Klan Alpine fraternity house where
everyone assumed he would •sleep it
off.' But he dido 't. Chuck died of
acute alcohol poisoning the day he
pledged."
The above incident occurred on
Feb. 28,1978 at Alfred University in
Rochester, New York. It is told by
Eileen Stevens, mother of the Chuck
who died as a result of fraternity
hazing.
The existence of hazing and the
possibility of such a tragedy happening at UOP raise suspicions. There
are many questions about pledging
activities that continue to remain
secret at this university. There is no
fraternal organization at UOP that
will admit to hazing its pledges, but
every spring new rumors of pledge
abuse arise.
The definition of hazing can be
ambiguous and inconsistent. The
National Interfraternity Conference
defines hazing as any action taken or
situation created intentionally to
produce mental or physical discomfort, embarrassment, harassment or

ridicule to a pledge.
Tom VanSchoor, assistant dean of
students at UOP, was asked whether
he believes hazing exists on this
campus. "Not in the sense of violent
acpon being taken toward a pledge
which threatens his well-being," he
said. "But activities that cause sleep
depravation and verbal threats that
cause undue anxiety or other pressured situations exist here. I call it
psychological hazing."
"Dumping," an activity in which
brothers kidnap pledges, throw them
in back of their cars, drive a few
miles, then leave them to find their
way back, has technically been abolished by Student Life.
Nonetheless, pledges have been
known to break an arm or a leg to
during pledging, rarely admitting that
it was theresultofapledgingactivity.
Whetherit's physical torture or mental
anguish, most pledges will do anything their pledge trainers tell them .
This can be seen by the high number
of college men who complete fraternity pledge programs at UOP.
The National Interfraternity Conference is calling for a nationwide
elimination of hazing and is urging
fraternity members to consider abolishing the entire system of a probationary period for pledges altogether.
For decades, fraternity pledges have
been "threatened, tortured, maimed
and killed" through hazing by their
would-be "brothers" according to
Jonathon Brant, executive director of
NIFC. "Hazing has no place in the
fraternity experience." Two national
fraternities, Tau Kappa Epsilon and
Zeta Beta Tau, already announced
that they will completely eliminate
(See HAZING, page 2)
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IN TH£ NEWS----,
Delta Gamma's 8th Annual Anchor Splash...will be held on. ~unday
October 1, at 1:00 at the University pool. Residence halls, fratermttes and
sororities will be participating in the event.
.
.
.
The events, ranging from the wild to the senous, mclude the mnertube
relay, the Hannah doll relay, the 200 yard relay and yard freest!le. The
two most popular events, which are judged by fraternity and soronty house
mothers, are the male synchronized swimming and the Mr. Anchor Splash
Contest.

Former regent donates gift
to the School of Pharmacy

5?

Harry S. Truman Scholarship available tosopbom.ores.•. Sophom~r~s
with an interest in a career in public service aQd potential for leadershtp m
government service may be eligible for nomination by U~P.
Ninety scholarships will be awarded throughout the natton. They carry
stipends of up to $7,000 annually and are renewable for up to four years. For
more infonnation contact George Blum, WPC 222, or call ext. 2146.
Anderson Y Center seeks volunteers...to help make this year's overall
program a success. There are a variety of programs in which people can
participate. Interested students and staff work on a voluntary basis. Anyone
interested may contact Fran or Nia at the Anderson Y Center, ext 2444. The
Anderson Y is located on Pacific Avenue, across the street from Burns
Tower.
The UOPCareer Faire...will be held between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 28 on the Anderson lawn. 100People fro~.60 or~anizati~ns
from profit, non-profit, and government sectors will parttctpate m the Fatre.
Priority sign-up tor fall on-campus recruitment. ..will be held on Sept.
29 at 7 a.m. in the Career Planning and Placement Office, Anderson Hall,
2nd floor. Students who attended the Fall Campus Orientation Meeting on
Sept. 15 will sign up for two priority interviews on this date.
Open sign-up for fall on-campus recruitment...will be held on Oct. 2
at 7 a.m. in the Career Planning and Placement Office, Anderson Hall, 2nd
floor. All students planning to participate in the fall on-campus recruitment
program can sign up for interviews on this date.
Book highlights incidents in UOP history...Written by Dr. Harold s,;
Jacoby, the book, titled "Pacific: Yesterday and th~ Day Before That,
features essays on several significant events in the hiStory of UOP.
Jacoby has had a 65-year association with UOP and as a student shared
a room with Robert Burns, who later became UOP's 20th president.
The History of Women and the Left... Sally M. Miller, Department of
History, commented on this topic at a session of the ~outhwest ~bor
Studies Association Conference in San Francisco on Apnl 28. She ts also
president of the association.
SBPA Professor David K. Banner completes textbook ...Banner has
completed his textbook for Macmillan Publishing titled "Organization
Theory: A Transfonnational Perspective." Publication is expected in
spring, 1990.
Glamour magazine 10 Top College Women Competition ... the com-

petition is open to juniors in a course of study leadin~ to an undergraduate
degree. Winners will be selected from these categones:
1. CREATIVE ARTS/COMMUNICATIONS/HUMANITIES: Applied
arts and design, fme art, writing, theater, dance, film, music, broadcast
media, journalism, public relations, advertising, liberal arts.

2. SCIENCE AND 1ECHNOLOGY/HEALTH: Physical sciences and
mathematics,life sciences, engineering, computer science, medicine, nutrition, nursing, physical therapy, dentistry, pharmacology, psychology.
3. POLITICS/INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS: Political science, history, law, cultural studies, foreign language studies.
4. BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS/ENTREPRENEURSHIP: Business administration and economics, finance, accounting, marketing; active
involvement in an entrepreneurial venture.
S. PUBLIC SERVICE: Social work, criminal justice, education; extracurricular community activities.
For an entry fonn, contact Sara at The Pacifican, 946-2114.
The application deadline is Feb. 1, 1990.

Greek Weekend
Sponsored by IFC
Sept. 28 - Sept. 30
Thursday, Sept. 28
First Round Pictionary
First Round Greek Feud
Greek Sing
Pizza Feed
Movie onArchania lawn: Entry requires a canned
good

Friday, Sept. 29
11:00 a.m.
!2:00p.m.
l:OOp.m.
2:00p.m.
3:30p.m.
4:30p.m.
7:00p.m.1:00a.m.

Second Round Greek Feud
Second Round Pictionary
Lip Synch
Dating Game
Finals - Pictionary
Greek Feud Final
Rotationals

Saturday, Sept. 30
!O:OOa.m.
12-1:00 p.m.
2:00p.m.
6:30p.m.
Halftime

'
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ll:OOa.m.
l:OOp.m.
5:00p.m.
6-8:30p.m.
8:30p.m.

'

Volleyball Competition
BBQ
Greek Games
Football vs. Long Beach
Pyramid building, chariot race

Thomas J. Long, co-founder of
Long's DrugsStoresin Walnut Creek,
has made a gift of 25,000 shares of
the drug chain's stock, valued at over
$1 million, to establish the Thomas J.
Long Pharmacy School Endowment
atUOP.
Income from the fund will be used
equally for the Unversity's School of
Pharmacy to establish faculty fellowships, to augment base salary, and
to create scholarships for the "needy
students who qualify academically."
Also, 20 percent of the income is to
be returned to the fund to perpetuate
its growth, according to tenns of the
agreement.
In commenting on the receipt of
the gift, UOP President Bill Atchley

stated, "We are indeed grateful to
Honorary Regent Long for his continued support of the University. The
designations made for this gift are
precisely in the areas that can most
benefit the University at this time:
faculty development and student
scholarships."
Dr. Donald Sorby, dean of the
School of Pharmacy, stated, "This
gift will have an important impact on
the School of Pharmacy. The fellowships will help us immeasurably in
attracting excellent faculty and in
retaining those who exhibit meritorious performance. The scholarship
component will significantly expand
opportunities for worthy students to
obtain their pharmacy education at

the University of the Pacific. It will
complement other scholarship programs previously established by Mr.
and Mrs. Long. All of us greatly
appreciate Mr. Long's efforts on
behalf of our school."
Long ls an honorary regent of
UOP, having actively served on the
governing board from 1969 to 1980.
He has been a long-time supporter of
the School of Pharmacy and also was
the major contributor of the University's FeatherRiver Inn Alumni Camp
and Conference Center in Blairsden.
UOP's Long Theater is named in
recognition of previous, support by
·
the Long family.

UPBEAT chairs prepare
for new academic year
By john Carmichael
Staff Writer

One acronym which is widely
recognized across the Pacific campus spells UPBEAT, which stands for
University Programs Board for Educational and Amusing Times. UPBEAT is separate from the executive
branch ofASUOP, functioning as the
programming arm of the Association.
The board is comprised of eight
committees, each headed by a volunteer chairperson responsible for a
particular type of .programming.
These eight committees are under the
direction of one singular authority,
the UPBEAT Chairperson.
This year, UPBEAT is under the
guidance of Stefanic Chappell, a
senior Pre-Law student Chappelle
defined the goal of the board as,
"providing programs which will entertain and educate the students. We
would appreciate input so that we
know what the students want."
The Outdoor Recreation committee, led by Jason Quinn, organizes a
wide range of outdoor excursions for
recreational purposes. Past events
have included downhill and crosscountry ski trips, wilderness trips,
windsurfing, river rafting, backpacking, and other outdoor events.
The Social committee, headed by
Danielle Rose, sponsors all-campus
dances and frequent noon concerts in
the McCaffery Center. The Social
Chairperson also acts as the Campus
Coordinator of the Pacific Hour.
The Special Entertainment committee is run by Jennifer Geiszler.
This committee brings new enter-

Faculty and Staff
appreciation day
this Saturday
The UOPAthletic Department and
the academic vice president's office
are teaming up to hostaFauclty/Staff
Appreciation Day this Saturday prior
to the football game against Long
Beach State.
All faculty and staffare entilted to
a pair of free tickets for this Saturday's football game and are also
invited to a free tailgate barbeque
before the game.
"UOP is blessed with great faculty and a dedicated staff and I hope
we can use this opportunity to cele'brateourcommittment to excellence,"
said Pacific Athletic Director Ted
Leland.
Any faculty and staff members
who wish to pick up their complementaryticketsshouldcontactJoPratt
at the University Box Office (9462474) by ;Friday at 5:00p.m.
The tailgate barbeque will take
place on Knoles Field and will begin
at 4:30p.m., two hours prior to kickoff. There will be free hot dogs, potato chips, sodas and beer and is open
to all faculty, staff and their invited
guests.

programs
By Kirsten Miles
Asst. News Editor

With
ongoing growth
computers and the spread of
puter use into the generaliJV.,.U..~U
it is only natural that a
would develop. Computer
have become a serious threat to
sonal computer users.
Similar to an infectious oro•!IUIW""
ism inside a human being, a co""
puter virus is a type of o·ompub*Ytt~~
program imbedded inside an<lthetlff..
program and has the potential to a!~
the program.
·
According to Dr. Ken Day,
fessor of communication, compute:
viruses are continually circulatin~
Some bouts of the virus are
serious and do more damage
others.
Dr. Day is knowledgeable on
subject because he experienced
computer virus himself. Every one:,...his programs had the virus.
·Computer viruses are not sta11l'A11111P'• ...
accidentally. They cannot be
about simply by pressing the wrrO.-~Pill-:_•
. . . . . . ..

and0

button on the keyboard . '~'The~=~~:~~~;
~ ~~;~·d~~~~::ki
virus was written by a [c
programmer to prove that this
be done and that it could darnaa~~~
other programs," stated Dr. Day.
More often though, a colmo~utdlk$IIJIDC~'I-...,_
virus is generated by malicious tnti'.IW•: •~""'
tions. The goal is to infect
people's programs and destroy thei-liatdUJXIII
data.
A virus takes control of a
puter's disk operating system.
when the infected computer cnr~+-------"'!!1!
(See VIRUS, back page)
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UPBEAT chairs (clockwise from top left), Cindy
Philofsky, Jerome Maese, Anna Morais, Miriam Watson,
Jennifer Geiszler, Danielle Rose and Stephanie Chappell.
tainment ideas to campus and sponsors competitions in the arts. Past
programs have included the Snickers
Comedy Club, novelty acts, and Lip
Synch competitions.
The films committee, led by
Miriam Watson, provides an assortment of ftl.ms to the University and
public, shown five nights a week in
the McCaffery Center theatre.
Jerome Maese heads the Lectures
committee, which brings a selection
of guest speakers presenting current
issues of interest to students, faculty,
and to the Stockton community. Past
speakers have included G. Gordon
Liddy, Timothy Leary, and Harry
Edwards.
The Fine Arts committee, which
is responsible for approving exhibits
for the gallery, and providing ~e

campus with programming in fine
arts, is led by Anna Morais.
The Annual Events committee is
headed by Cindy Philofsky, who is
chat:ged with the responsibility of
planning large scale, campus-wide
events, such as Homecoming and the
Pacific Boardwalk.
The Cultural Awareness committee, which
current!y lacks a chairperson, aims to
provide the campus with a presentation of the customs of various ethnic
and international groups.
Stefanic Chappell added that "On
a personal note, I would like to recognize the people I work 'Yith. I could
not have asked for a better group of
people. Their dedication to the organization and the students is overwhelming."
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Actor
donates
television
•
•
w1nn1ngs
'
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Actor Jay Hammer, a 1967
versity of the Pacific graduate,
cently won over $11,000 for
University on the game show
of Fortune."
The taped episodes of the show
which Hammer wins his fortune
to air on Tuesday and Friday, Oct
and 20, on KXTV Channel 10,
ing the game show's "daytime
opera" week.
"A few months ago, while I
having dinner with UOP Prl'!.~idf:l'l
Bill Atchley, he mentioned
Upward Bound and
Involvement Programs as ways
UOP works with mir1ority ~lrotiOuts,J
says Hammer, who donated his
nings to the University's
Scholarship fund. "So when I said Of
the show that the money was goingr
UOP, I also mentioned the two pro
grams on the air and talked a little bl ~
about how dropout prevention is oft t.
of UOP's prime concerns."
to become isolated from the UniverHammer credits UOP for ~
sity, solely involved in their frater- · successful career. "I look back at Ill!
nity, and completely distracted from
years at UOP as an important time j
their academics."
my life," he says, "but unfortunate~.
VanSchoor agrees that the potenmany people haven't heard of t11
tial for hazing does exist. There is a · University. I figured that even somt
fine line between poor pledging and
thing as silly as an alumnus soap stS
hazing. However, he believes that appearing on a game showcouldbrin
something completely different exsome positive exposure to the Unf
ists as well. A positive, constructive
versity."
and well-planned pledge program
Hammer, best known for his~
teaches the benefits of a fraternity
as Fletcher Reade on the T.V. ~
and the rewards of brotherhood. Greek
opera "Guiding Light," began Ill
life can offer a college student new
acting career under the mentorship6
challenges, campus involvement,
legendary UOP drama teacher De
leadership skills, and new friendMarcus Brown.
ships. A well-designed pledge proStars who appeared on the gaJIII
gram will capitalize on the merits of show were required to choose lhd
charities from a pre-approved li~
a pledge rather than seek to destroy
him.
but Hammer had previously dona¢
nearly $7,000 to the University ~
1987 after appearing on the CBS g~
show "The $25,000 Pyramid,"
paving the way for future donatioOS

77-3399

Pledge haZing a
•

ser1ous concern
(HAZING from page 1)
pledging.
VanSchoor does not believe fraternity pledging Oil this campus should
be banned. "There are good and bad
pledge programs. A good program
will teach the history of the fraternity, and is designed so that pledges

"Bad programs
are those which
cause a pledge to
become isolated
from the
•
• ty... II
U niveris
and brothers are active in community ser:ice, as well as setting up
academtc programs, recreational
activities, and organizing social activities without alcohol,
"Bad programs," he goes on to
say, "are those which cause a pledge
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material creates hazardous fumes
when incinerated and is dangerous to
the health of the workers who make

sides, the Memorial Corporation
decided in the favor of Environs and
the phase-out.
The campus dining service will
stop using all Styrofoam food containers and cups after the current
supply runs out. The food service
plans to switch to biodegradable alternatives some time around the first
of the year.
"They [The Dart Company] were
not prepared," said Mike Horan,
president of Environs. "They didn't
expect us to have done so much research."
The campaign for the ban began
inJanuary when Brian Schwegmann,
an Environs activist, circulated a
petition to ban Styrofoam products.
"I was tired of using Styrofoam at
the Union," Schwegmann said. "I
thought the school needed to use al-

iL

Environs and the Dart Corpora.lion, the company that makes Styrofoam for the university, gave testimony over the last several months to
the Memorial Corporation, the governing board of the two student unions on campus. On August 26th,
after hearing arguments from both

decision is more than an inconvenience.
"There were many who quit jobs
and relocated - sold their homes
and left long-term positions to come
here," says Moses. "Most of the students are •mature students,' between
the ages of 30 and 40."
Moses and Ronald Hughes, another student admitted to Emerson,
tried to force the college to operate
the law school through legal action.
When their motion was denied by
Middlesex County SuperiorCourton
September 8, they turned their efforts
toward interesting other colleges and

universities in adopting the school.
"We are trying to see if any other
institution will come in," says Moses.
"Babson, Bentley, Brandeis, Tufts,
Holy Cross, Clark, Merrimac-those
and various others have been mentioned as possibilities."
In working to attract a new sponsor, the students boast a $1.6 million
incentive package offered by the city
ofLowell to the operator of anew law
school. The city is eager to replace
the Commonwealth Law School,
which shut down last year.
Moses initially had problems fmding other students abandoned by

TheWIDdis Still
The Greatest Classroom
OfAll
Applications are now being accepted for
the University of Pittsburgh· sponsored

ternatives. So my friend and I began
writing a petition that night and asking students, faculty, and residents of
the community to sign it." In the
following months, 2,600 members of
the KU community signed the petltion.
Along with the petition, Schwegmann and other Environs members,
Devin Schrubel and Linda Johnston,
began to research the environmental
hazards of Styrofoam. Environs
compiled a fact sheet based on their
research and passed it out to students
on campus. The fact sheet alerted the
students to the hazards of Styrofoam
products and suggested alternative
products, mobilizing people around
the issue.
Environs submitted the petition
and the fact sheet to the Memorial

(See HAZARD, back page)

Emerson to build the campaign.
"Emerson has not given us a list
of students," he says. "That would
have made it easier in terms of rallying the troops."
But when Moses organized a
picket of an Emerson trustees meeting on September 5, the resulting
publicity alerted other would-be
Emerson law students to the cause.
"We got a lot of publicity. It was
mainly in-state, but it included the
Boston TV stations and the [Boston]
Globe. That's pretty much all one
needs to publicize in the state of Massachusetts."
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to be the major obstacle. "Those who
have arrived have indicated to me
that they had big problems getting
out," Morrison said.
"We can't help but think we'll
have problems," predicted Bill
Barnhart, director of the international
center at the University of Utah. "It's
a real dilemma. We may not even be
able to run our research programs."
Other schools have already realized Barnhart's fears. At Harvard University's Kennedy School of Government, only two of the six Chinese
students expected showed up for a
summer fellowship program. And at
the University of California at
Berkeley, only about half of the 80
students originally expected will attend this fall, stated Marvin Baron,
director of the school's international
office.
A host of other schools, however,
say it is still tooearlytotell if China's
crackdown will significantly affect
fall enrollment
Others are working to provide
fmancial assistance to Chinese students fmancially stranded in the U.S.
by the disruptions at home. For instance, officials at the University of
California at Santa Cruz have established an assistance fund, and an
anonymous donor gave Princeton a
million dollars to help out the Chinese students in need.
..1 know a lot of professors who
are paying out of their own pockets,"
Rhode Island's Morrison said.
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(CPS)- The number of Chinese
students at U.S. colleges this fall has
dropped sharply from last year, preliminary accounts reveal.
"In terms of them showing up on
our doorstep, yes, the numbers are
down," reported Glenn Morrison,
dean of the graduate school at the
University of Rhode Island.
While no firm numbers are available, up to half of the 40,000 Chinese
who were studying in the U.S. last
year may not have retume<( said the
State Department's Kenneth Bailes.
The drop in enrollment reflects the
lack of new students coming from
China. Most who studied in the U.S.
last year remain, although not all of
them have enrolled this fall. '
Many have become activists.
"Basically, we are trying to save
lives," explained Shengding Feng,
who left Princeton University to form
the China Solidarity Committee in
Washington, D.C.
In the months following the June
4massacreofpro-democracystudents
in Beijing's Tiananmen Square,
martial law has been imposed, and
many student demonstrators have
been jailed or executed. Chinese officials also suspended participation in
the Fulbright program, scrapped
exchanges of American and Chinese
·scholars, and added an extra security
check for students to pass in order to
study abroad in the U.S. and elsewhere.
That extra security check seems

CONSIDER THE FACTS

Semester at Sea.

Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey
aboard the American-built S.S. Universe
literally offers you the world.
You can earn 12-15 transferable units
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lndia, Thrkey, the Soviet Union,Yugoslavia
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It is a learning adventure designed to
transform students of every color, race and
creed into true citizens and scholars of
the world.
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To pledge or not to pledge
Pledging, long a staple of Greek organizations, is receiving
closer scruting than ever before.
You may have read stories in recent Pacificans of two
national fraternities ordering their member chapters to drop
pledging.
The reason? It can be summed up in one word--hazing.
Hazing, as defined by the National Interfraternit! Conference, is any action taken or situation created intentionally to
produce mental or physical discomfort, embarrassment, harrassment or ridicule to a pledge.
Fortunately, hazing is not as serious a problem here as it is
at other schools. Physical hazing is generally mild. But
another form of hazing, what Assistant Dean of Students Tom
VanSchoor calls "psychological hazing," does exist in abundance.
Because of the growing controversy over hazing, fraternities on campuses across the country are beginning to reconsider the merits of their pledging programs. The same should
be done at UOP.
We are not saying that Greek organizations at Pacific
should drop pledging in order to do away with hazing.
Pledging can be a vital and positive part of the initiation
process.
But we are saying that they should scrutinize themselves
and re-evaluate the purpose of their pledging programs. Any
activity that meets the above definition of hazing should be
abolished.
Any activity that is destructive, needlessly demoralizing,
and defeats the original purpose of pledging has no place here.
But this is also a two-way street. Any pledge, or pledge
class, that feels they are being needlessly hazed should stand
up for their rights. Voice your concerns, and if that doesn't
help, de-pledge.
This whole issue boils down to one idea--respect. Respect
for others and respect for yourself. Respect is a central
foundation of any Greek organization, and if that is kept in
mind, Greek organizations will flourish and hazing will no
longer be an issue.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Embryo ruling wrong
Fertility rights. Few other issues
in our society provoke so much controversy. It seems that everyone has
an opinion on the matter. Just when
many of us were starting to believe
that aU of the bases had been covered,
a recent decision by a circuit court in
Maryville, Tennessee, brings a new
twist to the forefront of the battle.
Mary Sue Davis, a woman embroiled in a divorce case with her
estranged husband, was awarded
"temporary" custody of seven frozen
embryos which the couple had intended for in vitro fertilization. This
ruling, if upheld, has several important ethical, legal, and possibly economic implications.
First of all, Mrs. Davis' custody
would give her the right to bear her
husband'schildren, despite his wishes
to the contrary. This is once again an
instance of asserting the rights of
women in fertility issues while ignoring those of men. judge W. Dale
Young also asserted that, while this
case was not a ruling on abortion,
expert witnesses proved that life

begins at conception. He also reported "that Mr. and Mrs. Davis have
accomplished their original intent 10
produce a human being to be known
as their child." If Mrs. Davis was
arguing for the custody of children,
then this ruling might be further justified. As Alexander Capron, a professor and leading authority on the
issue ofbiomedical ethics, notes, "the
ruling poses a conflict between treating embryos as hwnan beings on one
hand and not treating them as children on the other hand."
Additionally, Judge Young's 57page decision also failed to provide
for several other'cpq~ems of cQnsiderable consequence, For instance, it
had no provisions 'for determining
the custody of the children in the
event that they were conceived and
carried to tenn. Nor was a ruling
made as to whether Junior Davis
would be liable for child support.
Also of prime concern is the fate of
any embryos should Mrs. Davis decide not to bear them.
Yet while members of the Na-

Lett.ers OPA
Po hey

tional Right for Life Committee
applaud and followers of the National Abortion Rights Action League
are outraged, one fact remains. It is
not only the life of a potential human
being which is at stake, nor merely an
issue of whether or not human adults
have therighttodetennine what to do
with their own bodies. This is a
decision which involves the interrelationship between these two concerns.
No responsible decision could
take into account the merits of one
position without also considering the
implications for the other. Judge
Young has made a grievous error in
treating this ~seas though i~ w~ a
ruling on abortion and letting his
personal biases interfere. What remains 10 be seen is what outcomes
this ruling will hold in store for Mary
Sue and Junior Davis, and perhaps
even more importantly, for their frozen embryos.

· The Pacifican
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Ruth J. Elder

Opinions from the past...
As part of a retrospective on the past decade, we present snippets from
editorials appearing on this page over the last ten years.

Sept. 26, 1980
At the frrst home football game of this year, the University's security staff
was turning away people who carried ice chests into the stadium. This is the
first year that ice chests were banned ...
From past experience, security believes that over 90% of the problems
caused at the football games are alcohol related ...
It's not very fair to serve food and alcohol at the elite Pacific Club while
denying lowly general seating fans the privilege of bringing in an ice chest

Sept. 25, 1981
The class of '71 got Winter Tenn (a four-week January session) about
same way the class of '82 will have it taken away from them--without
planning and without thorough considerations of the consequences .1'.'."'1'1~'SUbmi~·ci,:::
The problem with Winter Tenn lies with a limited number of courses u,.•UC~~~•'""""
have not deserved 10 be taught . ..
If a program is desirable, which Winter Tenn is, it should not
eliminated, but improved upon and the inefficiency weeded out U
nately the administration has chosen 10 kill an entire garden rather than
of a few weeds.

Business· 946-215
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"Should fraternities at UOP continue the practice of pledging?"
Bryan Capsavage
Junior
Business

Charlie Haase
Senior
Math/Economics

lisa Harenberg
Junior
Math

Chris Krob
Junior
Fine Arts

•Yts. It brings together a lot ofunity
in our school. "

"I don't think they should continue
it at all until they decide they ore
going to serve some useful purpose
in tht world. •

"I don't think there is any;oy they

"Pledging is all right, but they should
not allow hazing. I'm pledging a
fraternity that doesn't allow hazing."

con initiate them without doing the
pledge program. •

\

\
\
'I

Marc Friedman
Junior
Business Management

Michelle Hughes
Freshman
Communlcatlol\

"Yes, as long as no hazing is involved. A non-hazing pledgeship
helps to integrate the pledges into
the fraternity."

"I think it is a good ideo to plt:'~:r.J~.
but I think they con 't be too
with it or it defeats the nu•rDO:~<·•

jt •
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UOP: No place for the vegetarian din.e r
Imagine, if you will, a typical
daY in the life of a rabbit You hop
here, hop there, and bask in the sun
1
with very little to be responsible for.
Then, there are meals. You nibble
on a leaf of lettuce, chomp on a
radish, and gnaw on a carrot. Your
daY is done.
Now imagine, if you please,
being a vegetarian attending UOP.
The day is much more complex than
therabbit's: classes, meetings, work
and hassles with the administration.
I You have a lot of responsibilities.
Then, there are meals. You nibble
on a leaf of lettuce, chomp on a
radish, and gnaw on a carrot. Your
day isn't done. That was just lunch.
You still have more classes, meetings and hassles, only to be greeted
at the end of your day by ARA who
welcomes you with the same salad
bar, only this time you're paying
more for it. See the comparison?
I am not a rabbit. Nor are any of
the other vegetarians on the campus. Yet, we all realize that our
dining service is treating us like we
come from a Beatrix Potter picture
: book.
I would like to propose a few

suggestions for Mr. Klink and his
associates. I do not mean to be critical, simply constructive. I think the
majority ofmy suggestions have merit
in the vegetarian community and I
hope that the dining service will consider them. Without fail, for a majority of the meals during the week,
vegetarians are forced to tum to the
salad bar for their "nutrition." Worse,
we pay for entrance to the dining hall,

I would like to
propose a few
suggestions for
Mr. Klink and his
associates. I do not
mean to be
critical, simply
constructive.
only to find that the proposed "Vegetarian entree" on the menu never made
the jump from print to plate. Of
course, by that time we've walked
across campus to eat and have already scanned our card through the
register. What are we to do?
The University catalog specifi-

By David Hurst
Entertainment Editor
cally details the availability of vegetarian foods at each meal. Unfortunately, many times these foods never
come tQ pass. I cannot count the
times that I've been told that the
entree for the day was white rice, or a
baked potato. Even worse is the announcement that "fries" are an entree
(if only McDonald's knew).
There are many innovative and
· delicious menus available for vegetarian entrees, and it worries me that
a food service that prides itself on its
experience chooses not to utilize a
majority of them.
If it is not too much to ask, please
be sure to serve some form of vegetarian entree at each meal. They are
listed on the menu and they are what
we are paying for. Ifplans change, let
the front card taker know so that that
person may let us kno~ before we
waste our time and meal.
Concerning those meals which
are being served, I commend you.
You have improved greatly over the
summer from last semester. There is

still work to be done, but I expect that
in time that work will be completed.
I recognize that a dining service
cannot make improvements if they
do not receive constructive feedback
from its audience.
In regards to The Summit, we
have some serious problems. Currently, there are no meal options for
vegetarians other than salads. Last
year,at the open forum, students were

If it is not too much
to ask, please have
some form of
vegetarian entree
available. They are
listed on the menu
and they are what
we pay for.
assured by ARA that we could request grilled cheese. This year those
requests are not being honored. By
lunch time, yogurt choices are few
and far between, and the few cheese
sandwiches that were placed in the
refrigerator in the morning have all
been taken by 10 a.m.

If one were sickened by the
thought of eating dead animals for
moral reasons, as many vegies are,
they need only look at the menu to
purge. Hamburger (dead animal),
cheeseburger (animal with animal
by-product), bacon-burger (animal
on animal), Greek burger (animal
from abroad), and bacon doublecheese burgers (zoo) are fine for
some, but alternatives need to be
available.
Finally, I am not aware of what
foodsarebeingplannedforsalewhen
the second floor is completed, but
pasta and deli areas would be very
beneficial to the vegetarians and the
campus as a whole.
I hope these ideas are considered,
not just for me but for the many
people like me that would appreciate the ability to have a meal on campus, and not have to drive elsewhere
knowingthatourfeesaregoingdown
the drain. ARA has tremendous potential if it addresses the problems
and concerns of the students. It has
had a tough time, and I respect their
attempts and achievements in
change.

j

COPA President shares goals, enthusiasm.
sembly.
The second function is to provide
programs and services for COP students. Programs in the past have
included our semesterly course evaluations, and club festivals involving
university-wide clubs that we fund.
"Why haven 'tl heard about COPA
in the past?" you might ask.
The problem is simple. Quite
frankly, the past several years have
been filled with poor leaders that
have turned this once popular organization into a sham~ Unfortunately,
those who are involved with COPA
now have to live with this reality.
However, we were well aware of
this so-called "reality" before we got
involved. Fortunately for COPA, I
believe that fmally something shall
be done to rescue this organization
from collapse.
What can be done to turn the tide?

Good leadership is a start My administration has worked very hard on
recruiting enthusiastic people to serve
COPA. In our search, we looked for
people who truly wanted to make a
difference.
Organization is another key ingredient. To be quite honest, COPA
was in financial ruin when we took
over late last spring. With hard work
and planning, COPA finally has a
strategy ofa$k and an organization
to go along WA\h jt.
In addition, we have an expanded
budget this year due to the campuswide special election last year. As a
result of the vote, the COPA budget
now stands at roughly $21,000 for
this academic year.
In addition to some of the programs of the past, we are going to
provide a new and exciting program
for the first time this year. We are

calling it our "Major Opportunities
Forum." Basically, this program will
be a running lecture series presented
by the various departments in COP.
The purpose of this program is to
provide career-oriented lectures from
each department We will also be
putting out "newsletters" to communicate with each COP student on
important pieces of information pertinent to our college.
Itisourgoal toupscale.ourcourse
evaluations which have been a major
· resource for students in the past
This semester we hope to evaluate
close to 100 general education
courses. This program is not only
valuable to COP students, but also
for other students outside COP.
Serving as COPA President for
this year has enabled me to meet
with our new dean at the College of

The Freshman
Experience, part II

OPINIONS
You've got them ·- we want them
The Pacifican is always looking for opinion
piece submissions from faculty and students. That means
YOU! Got an opinion that you can't fit into a "Letter to
the Editor"? Don't keep it to yourself. Share it with over
5,000 Pacifican readers by submitting an opinion piece.
Guidelines for opinion piece submissions:
1. Please limit submissions to a maximum of 1200
words.
2. All submissions should be typed and double spaced.
3. Topics should be timely and of some relevance to the

4. The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all submissions for length and clarity without changing their
original intent.
5. All submissions must be in by the Friday before
publication at noon. (Sooner if possible.)
Questions? Need more information? Call the editorial
editor at 946-2155.
Submissions can be sent to The Pacifican, Editorial
Editor, Campus Mail, or University of the Pacific,
Stockton, Ca. 95211.

the Pacific, Dean Bob Benedetti. It is
tremendously exciting to see a new
Dean who is so enthusiastic and so
accessible.
Dean Benedetti has expressed
keen interest to me in regard to meeting the students and, more importantly, improving our college. I am
looking forward to working with Dean
Benedetti to meet those two important,goals.
'Uitimately, it is my hope that the
COP student is the one who benefits
from the existence of COPA. It is our
job this year to make sure this hope
becomes a reality. Through hard work
by students who really do care about
making a difference, COPA can be
transformed from simply being a
misnomer into an organization that
the students can trust!

By Ken Lark
Guest Writer

Hi there, and welcome back; I hope you've had a pleasant and productive
week. If you read the first part of this piece last week, you'll recall we're
discussing ways freshmen may guarantee themselves academic and social
success.
Let's now conclude, and examine other issues essential to assuring an
auspicious first year at the University of the Pacific.
·
Please don't treat your education as a mercenary endeavor. College isn't
merely the means to an end (namely: career, wealth, and family), it is an end in
itself. Great value can be gleaned: you'll grow cognitively, socially, spiritually,
sexually, and psychologically. Don't forsake your personal development for
lucre: invest smartly in yourself--this is what truly matters.
And what of the 64 hours that we've left after academe and sleep? Given that
few freshmen are what the cynic called "enlightened," it stands to reason they
will do what generations of freshmen have done before them: fall in love, party,
and generally indulge to excess.
This is your privilege, mind you, not your right Not many of you are paying
for your own tuition; your parents might not appreciate a John Belushi
imitation. Sex, drugs, and rock and roll don't equate with linguistics, epistemology, and physics.
.
.
.
Falling in love has merits as a thing to do, and tt often occurs on this campus.
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~·.: ";. t.ov~":.~~ a;b, Oflitn~; $oln~~es it 'eats~ so much time that you
~-....-w ·rorgei why you're·here·in·the fU'St plate: knowledge (it even rhymes with
college). It shouldn't be easy to forget. But love does this to people, so be wary.
Rush and pledging are amazingly time-consuming. This is a favorite place
for freshmen to make more mistakes than they care to acknowledge. Watch out
for the amount of your "free" time that gets sucked up by these activities.
If your grades are important to you (as they should be), you may consider
it best to go through fraternity and sorority business during your sophomore
year. Better safe than out of school saddled with mononucleosis. With a year
behind you, you'll be better able to prepare for the time requirements.
Just say "No" to drugs. No lie. UOP has had its share of usage, manufacture,
sales, and embezzlement; it wouldn't be a good idea to take a powder. The
campus cops are very real.
Drugs and alcohol have some pretty squirrelly effects on your brain. Sometimes it ceases to work so well; this can be bad for your acquisition of
knowledge. If you insist on being abusive, at least be discreet; a felon with an
M.B.A. is still a felon. It affects you.
,
~~~~S!~::J .c ·•• ::se;.;_th8i &bout awers die gamut of10Pies I thought patinenL Just a fu1al
sentence or two ...
Be moderate. Be civil and kind. Do your best.
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Right.s and
wrongs of
campus
journalism
The most recent issue of"Rolling
Stone" (withRolandGifton the cover)
contains an interesting and distwbing article on the college press.
Called "College papers do the
Right-Wing Thing," the article details the rise in power of conservative
papers on college campuses across
the country. That in itself is not disturbing; most papers have a political
bias, be it slight or profound, that
shows up on their editorial pages.
But with these papers, their conservative political biases find their

Ramblings
By Mike Randolph
Editorial Editor
way past the editorial pages and onto
the news pages. Bashing of all sorts
of groups--women, minorities, gays,
and liberals--is common. And condoned, apparently, by many prominent conservatives.
Obviously, the days of naive liberal idealism in the college press are
gone and dead. As dead as bell-bottoms and flower children. These are
the days of wing-tips and power ties,
I suppose.
Despite their more than occasional
disregard of basic journalistic principles -- whatever happened to fairness and objectivity? -- these papers
at least have what it takes to make a
stand and voice their opinion. And if
they offend half the world's population in the process, so much the bet·
ter. Right?
I'm almost inclined to say yes, but
I know better. It's not their politics
that disturbs me, although the narrow-mindedness some of them possess is frightening. but the¥ abuse of
journalism.
The old saying that freedom of
the press only applies to those who
own the press comes to mind. A
newspaper, any newspaper, has serious potential to do damage to those
who are written about on its pages.
And, thus. publishing potentially
defamatory information for the sake
of pure political rhetoric is, in the
least. irresponsible journalism.
Forinstance. if I were to write that
Pacific Professor Dingledorfner is a
homosexual satanist Elvis worshiper
who smokes pot in class just cause
the guy gave me a D or because I
don. t like his political persuasion. r d
be tredding on thin ethical ice.
That example may be a bit absurd
and ludicrous, but it's not that far off
in intent from what many of these
papers are apparently doing. They
reportedly see theirjob as to shake up
the out-dated liberal foundations of
their universities. To do so, they
employcontroversy for controversy's
sake. And this gets them in "Rolling
Stone."
It is the new breed of campus
journalism -- and those practicing it
have a red catpet ride into the higher
echelon of conservative journals and
papers. These are the future William
F. Buckleys and Pat Buchannans.
But if practicing irresponsible
journalism and blind political rhetoric is what it takes to be a part of this
new breed, then count me out.
Their intent--to shake up the
complacency around them--and their
courage to not be afraid of saying
something controversial, I do admire.
We could, in fact, use more of that
here at sleepy, quiet UOP, and The
Pacifican as well. And believe me,
we're trying.
But we won't resort to unfair
journalistic practices and a narrowminded vision about what is right,
wrong, and what needs to be changed.
We won't engage in controversy
simply to get readers and boost our
egos. And, most importantly, we
won't limit the expression of a wide
range of opinions.
Does this make us a dull, bland
paper? No. We won't shy away from
controversy (at least, we bettu not),
but we'11 be fair and honest about it.
And we won't be afraid of letting
others tell us we're wrong because
intelligent, honest debate is the only
way of getting at the ttuth.
That is what journalism is about.
It may not get us in "Rolling Stone,"
but we will be able to sleep with a
clear conscience the night before the
paper comes out.
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;;;;INTERNATIONAL
Timber industry
looks for Soviet deal

World
Beat
Vietnamese begin to
pull out of
Cambodia
Vietnamese troops began pullingoutofCambodialastweek. Dinners, dances, and ceremonies were
held throughout the country to say
good-bye. The Cambodians are
giving awards and medals to the
Vietnamesefordefendingthecountry for the last 10 years. The Vietnamese troops drove the Khmer
Rouge out of power in 1979, and
stayed to protect the Cambodian
government. Many Cambodians
are happy to see the Vietnamese
leave.

Thatcher to visit
U.S.S.R.
British Prime Minister Thatcher
has been invited to address the
Supreme Soviet, the top legislative
body in the U.S.S.R., during her
planned visit to Moscow in June.
She would be the frrst Western leader
to appear before the body.

Bush pushes aid for
Nicaraguan election
Last week, Bush's administration asked Congress to provide $9
million to help guarantee that presidential elections scheduled for next

Large U.S. forest-products companies are trying to negotiate partnerships with the Soviets to exploit the
world's largest timber resources.
Soviets are interested in modernizing their timber industry, and establishing partnerships with American
companies is a top priority.
U.S. companies can help automate·Soviet sawmills, and can introduce sophisticated forest-manage-

February in Nicaragua will actually
take place. According to the administration's proposal, $5 million
will be given to the National Endowment for Democracy to pay for
such activities as election monitoring, voter registration and partybuilding. The endowment is a private foundation created by Congress
in 1982 to support democratic elections. The remaining $4 million
could help pay expenses of monitoring the elections.

U.S., U.S.S.R. agree
to a summit
President Bush and Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze
agreed last week that a superpower
summit meeting is necessary. Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev
sent Bush a letter offering several
new concessions on arms control.

Arafat appeals to
Israeli public

AP'MUt tlOt
NAltOftAl WllDllft

fiOEMIION

PLO Chainnan Yasser Arafat
appealed directly to the Israeli public last week, saying the he endorses
"open talks" with Israel. He asked
Israeli citizens to help resist the latest crackdown on Palestinians in
theWestBankandGazaStrip. Residents of the occupied territories are
now rC9uired to carry identification

Earth Day · Every Day

Earth Day 1990, a new campus
organization, brings a new opport_unity for environmental awareness to
UOP.
April22, 1989 marked the kickoff of the National Wildlife Federation project "Cool It!." The aim of
the program is to urge college campuses to fashion projects in their
own communities that will help halt

Terrorists spread
"terror and fear in
the hearts of the
pilgrims"
July bombings resulted from "the
instructions of the mischievous ones,
who are enemies of this nation and
for all pilgrims of God's house, and

island in support of the land troops.
The Vrrgin Islands were purchased
by the United States from Denmark in
1917 for $25 million. The islands
now form an unincorporated U.S.
territory.
Residents of the island are U.S.

This is the first use
of Army troops in a
civil disturbance since

1968
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WOMEN'S FINE APPAREL

10% OFF ANY $25 PURCHACE OR MORE ON
CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES wrm
couPON

nus

. FULL NAIL SERVICE •
•WAXING.

. ACCUPRBSSURE 1HERAPY •

ades could transform some t-arm"'"'
communities into dust bowls,
coastal communities underwater
speed the extinction of some
life species.
"But global wanriing isn't·
table," said Jay D. Hair, NWF presi. '
dent. "People created the problelll
and we can change much of the ~
outcome. The National :Wildlife Fed. 1
eration picked the issue of global .
warming for the "Cool It!" prograll)
because we can still change the COU1'S(
of our folly. And students on Arner.
ica's campuses can lead the way."
The UOP group is starting i
campus movement to recycle can~ ,
bottles, and paper.
The campus group is interestet
primarily in increasing the environ
mental awareness of everyone at UOP
Anyone interested may contao
Michele Matsumura at 952-2175.

"In all cases, the projects will
producemeasurableresults, not only
heightening the public'~ environmental consciousness, but making
progress towards specific environmental goals," said Thomas.
The "Cool It!" campaign will
culminate during Earth Day 1990
activities with a report on student
achievements toward stemming
global warming.
Environmental problems have
become increasingly complex and
commonplace in the past decade:
Americans face such thorny issues
as toxic contamination of neighborhoods, health-threatening acid rain
and contaminated groundwater.
among a host of others.
In recent years, scientists and
natural resource experts have presented data clearly indicating that
man-made pollution is radically
changing the Earth's climate. By
some estimates, even a few degrees
of warming in the next several dec-
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The world is a large and diverse
cultural community. Differences in
beliefs and attitudes can have a large
impact upon world events.
Learning more about other cultures can help lift barriers between
nations, religions and cultures.
Unfortunatly, not everyone has the
resources or time to visit many countries abroad in order to learn about
their cultures.
Stockton and UOP often seem
very different from one another, but
they have an important similarity. .
Each has a varied and colorful cultural community.
This community provides the
opportunity to meet and learn from
others without traveling the world to
meet them.

There are a variety of programs
offered through International Services in Bechtel which encourage this
communication. One such program
is the International Friendship Family Program which provides the

Potpourri
Barbara Muller
International Editor

opportunity for interaction between
American families and foreign students.
Another program is the Conversation Partners Program. CPP pairs
Americans and foreign students
together based on common interest
so they may learn from one another

and enjoy eachother's company.
This program allows both for
eign students and American studenu
to become more familiar with othe:
cultures.
Foreign students will have· ~~=1;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;;;;!:=;:;::::;:;;:~
opportunity to Improve their \AIII.,_IIiiiJ_ _ _ __ _.,.
versational English skills.
The InternationalS tudents Asso
ciation also provides a great oppor
tunity for people to meet each othe1
Talking may seem ineffectul
much of the time; after all we watc'
wor:Id leaders talk and talk, and i
doesn't seem to make much diffe1
ence. On the other hand, communi
cation can't hurt, and big change
always start with a few words.

Christopher Bo Bramsen of the
Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs
will bespeaking atWorld on Wednesdayon0cL4. Thetopicofthelecture
will be "Europe 1992: A Danish
Perspective."
Bo Bramsen currently serves as
the head of the Economic and Political Department of the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He has published several articles on Danish and
European foreign policy issues and a

book on sanctions against South
Africa.
He is visiting the campus for a
week in his capacity as a Woodrow
Wilson Visiting Fellow, and will be
speaking in several classes and meeting with students during that time.
World on Wednesday takes place
at noon in the Bechtel International
Center. Free lunch is offered to all
students. A $1 to $2 donation is
requested from others.

FREE GIFf JUST FOR CALLING

citizens with a non-voting representative in Congress, and they cannot
vote in presidential elections. The
total population ofthe islands is about
110,000 people. They are governed
by an elected governor and lieutenant
governor.
The economy is based primarily
on tourism but rum production and
oil refining are also important industries.

~k:

the global warming trend.
By Earth Day, 1990, the 20th
anniversary ofof the nation's largest
citizen demonstration, student-initiated "Cool It!" projects will be well
underway nationwide.
"The scope of acceptable projects is wide," according to Jody
Thomas, director for Earth Day
Programs. In some cases, the local
effort could be an extension of an
existing program. For example, some
campus "Cool It!" projects may
expand existing recycling programs
to double or triple the amount of
waste that is re-used rather than landfilled. Other campuses may try to
persuade food establishments to eliminate plastic packaging that contribute to the problem of global warming.
The projects are encouraged to
involve all possible segments of the
University community in devising a
sound, local approach to the problem of global warming.

Danish official visits
campus

r---------------------~
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traveling.
The office also has a library
has resources regarding all of
study abroad programs as well
maps, and information about
countries, including programs
discountsavailabletostudents.
resources can be used for
planning to participate in
study programs, internships, or
one who wants to travel abroad.

International Programs, located
in the Bechtel International Center,
offers a variety of programs for students.
The International Student I.D.
Card is available in the office, as well
as information regarding student
travel abroad.
They offer information on both
study and work programs in other
countries, as well as helpful tips on

International clubs expand

co-operating with those mischievous
ones on such debauchery and terrorism in the most sacred spot in the
world."
In the bombings, a Pakistani man
was killed and 16 pilgrims of various
nationalities were wounded the night
of July 10, the culmination of the
pilgrimage to Mecca.
Four other Kuwaitis were sentenced to 15 years and 20 years in
prison and 1,000to 1,500whiplashes.
Saudi officials said the aim of the
terrorists was to spread "terror and
fear in the hearts of the pilgrims ... and
show that (Saudi Arabia) was unable
to protect the House of God."

make up the vast majority.
Saudi Arabia has hinted that Iran
has been urging Shiite Muslims to
seize the two Muslim holy cities,
Mecca and Medina.
A Saudi Arabian official said the

U.S. troops arrive
in Virgin Islands
U.S. troops arrived in the Virgin
Islands last Thursday. Their presence is an attempt to restore order in
the chaos following the destruction
of hurricane Hugo.
Devastation on the islands is widespread. Utilities are not functioning.
Many businesses are closed and the
airport on St. Croix is heavily damaged.
Reports of looting continue.
Police and national guardsmen have
apparently been participating in the
looting, although primarily the looting has been focused on stealing food.
This is the first use of army troops
in a civil disturbance since riots
erupted in 1968 following the death
of Martin Luther King Jr.
The United States hasalsosent54
U.S. marsha1s to protect federal propeny and employees. The majority of
the marshals have been trained in a
special operations group that combats civii disturbances and terrorism.
The navy has moved two guidedmissile frigates off the coast of the

progr,ams
offers resources

Campus Earth Day in motion

Shiite Muslims beheaded
Sixteen Shiite Muslims were
beheaded in Saudi Arabia last week
for exploding two bombs last July in
Mecca during the annual Muslim
pilgrimage to the holy city.
Those beheaded were from Kuwait and were accussed by Saudi
officials of being backed by Iran.
This episode is just the latest in a
centuries long battle between Sunni
and Shiite Muslims.
The two groups split originally
over who should be the successor to
Mohammed, the Islamic prophet.
Saudi Arabia is a predominantly
Sunni country, and Iran is mostly
Shiite. In the Islamic world, Sunnis

ment practices. They can also help
cut pollution, particularly that of rivers.
Forest-products companies hope
to join the American Trade Consortium which currently includes companies such as Chevron, RJR Nabisco and Eastman Kodak. The consortium expects to spend $5 to $10
billion in the SovietUnion in the next
15 years.

lnt~rnational

PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS!
Student Groups, Frater-

nities and sororities needed
for marketing project on
campus. For detalls plus a
FREE GIFT group officers
call 1-800-950-8472
ext. 20

Laser ltluter Apple JtladntoshTM
Desk Top Publl5hlng.
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·THUNDERBIRD·.
AMERICAN GMIJlL\Tt SCHOOL
OF INTERNA~ MANAGEMFNI'

Glendale, Arizona 85.306 USA

A representative will be on campus
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1989

to discuss

GRADUATE STUDy
Interviews may be scheduled at
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACFJD:NT
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AN INTERNSHIP
IN EUROPE
making the right move!

~ ~rowams in London, Bonn, Paris, Madrid & Brussels
Wide range of placements - semester and summer
.; Full academic credit - financial aid applicable
.; Board and lodging refund included in fee
The Study Abroad or International Programs Office

E~ca~pus has full details, or contact:

atlonal Programs

Ruth Road, Peekskill, NY 10566
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"IMPROVE YOUR STUDENT BODY"
SUPER
STUDENT
SPECIALS!!!

• SPECIAL 9 MONTH TERMS
• SUPER SAVINGS - CASH DISCOUNTS
• ONE ON ONE TRAINING
. • WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING
• OPEN S AM TO MIDNIGHT
1
I.

nd
"DISCOVER YOUR BODY'S POTENTIAL"
474-8822
NEAR YOUR CAMPUS

Is your computer syntax throwing
a loop in your schedule?

Is getting a proper meal an
exercise in quantum
mechanics?
Fear not. Domino's
Pizza will give your
brain a break as well
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$20 00. Limited delivery area
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EATURE

-To participate
or not to
participate

Thank Gawd
tomorrow's Friday!

Dr. Gary Putnam

Faces
ofUOP

trips to Oakland or San Francisco to
watch musical groups, such as The
Feature Editor
For six years, Dr. Gary Putnam has
Cure, Love and Rockets, and Siouxsie
been
the University Chaplain here at UOP.
and the Banshees. To top off the
''Thankgawd,it'sFriday." Where
Along
with his job as chaplain, PUilUIII~.iiiP
night, a "sweating" good time at a
have you heard that phrase before?
teaches
a couple of courses this semester.
dance
club
hidden
somewhere
in
the
Was it from your roommate? Or
"Pre-rush" is a word that is flutWhen
away from the University,
middle
of
the
City
adds
to
the
excitemaybe
even
yourself?
Well,l
can
tell
tering around campus these days. The
ment.
Putnam
enjoys
watching old movies
you
that
I've
said
it
pl~nty
of
times,
aororitieahavealreadybeguntherush
When it comes time for winter,
reading books on Mark TWain and Abraand I certainly know that I'm not the
process.
skiing in Tahoe is a favorite past lime.
only one 10 coin that popular phrase.
ham Lincoln.
I know it's been mentioned alMany students take off for the Sierras
The end of the week is a welcome
"It may be more senseless stuff
ready, but pre-rush is really being
relief.
·to escape the monotony of class and
anyone should know, but I enjoy
stressed this year because of the loss
enjoy the fresh clean air, so different ·
Many students take full advanof one day during fonnal rush.
and Lincoln," said Putuam.
from that of Stockton.
tage of their weekend breaks. Some
Personally I think that pre-rush
Not only does Putnam read abo•ut1\vaiin.&..• Ill~~"'
Believe it or not, there are some
travel to Los Angeles, while others
should be a mandatory thing, beandLincoln,healso~~~~.~~~!~~~~~lt~~i
students who prefer to stay in Stockstay closer by going to San Franc:auseitreallydoeshelpouttherushes,
by the authors. He has~·-· ..
JX.~-<>rming: the
cisco, Lake Tahoe, or Sacramento.
and the houses, too! Kindofamutual
ton. The weekend is a time for them
characterofLincoln since 1976, andl Th'linl.li.,cJ"!:~~
thing, ya know.
But no matter where they go, they
to recover from the hectic week that
since 1978. Putnam will be presenting his ~...,,,..w
has come to a close.
I didn't go to the pre-rush parties.
seem to have a great lime away from
monologue of Lincoln on campus in Fell>-~-t=Pl ''"':'"~
the "sometimes" stressful life at UOP.
"I like to use the weekend as a
I don't think I went because I was
ruary.
rushing as a sophomore, and I felt I
To escape the pressures, Corina
way to catch up with my homework
Story by Susan Brooks; Photo by Eiron Erickson
or study for tests," Mike Martinez
already knew what I was getting into.
Harman likes to spend her time
Ilmew all about philanthropies, what
gambling and losing money in Lake · explains. "I'll designate one night, a
Tahoe. The main reason for the esrush was like, how to talk to people,
Friday or Saturday, to party, and the
cape is to have fun, and that's what
and I knew a fair amount of girls in
other day I'll study," said Martinez, a
most students do.
each house. I don't advise anyone to
senior in the School of Business.
miss pre-rush, though. Yah, I. am a
Heather Pubols enjoys watching
Many students
hypocrite.
television over the weekend and
basically relaxing.
Going through rush is a mixture
take full
of emotions for most girls, and guys,
"I look forward to the weekends
advantage of their to unwind from a hard week. It is a
IISSume. Pre-rush is a lime for most
people to get a feel for the houses and
way to get geared up for all that needs
weekend breaks.
become familiar with the whole rush
to be accomplished in the next one,"
process. _____ said Pubols
Carson has already told all the jokes,
times ... well, 1feel lousy when I
By Susan Brooks
Some choose to lay out and bake
Feature
Editor
I personally know some of the
no
longer
funny,"
said
a
bad joke," said Ray.
and
they
are
in the sun in Monterey. Some are
But not all students who stay in
PaDhellenic girls, and I know they are
Ray started writing jokes in
content with eating or shopping in
StockiOn study or "veg" in front of a
worldng really hard to promote preSan Francisco or Old Sacramento.
never would have
at his alma mater, Memphis
television. They tend 10 party atlocal
A study of sex and sports at the
rush. I think they might be a liUle
And still others want a little bit more
started had it not been for the help of
University. When Rick Dees, nm•~II..N
bars such as El Torito's, Basil's, or
University
of Geneva says that loveupset if no one shows up. For the
well-known DJ in Southern
of a social atmosphere, so they exCarlos and Luigi's. Some students
Ray's
wife,
who
is
in
charge
of
marwill pcrfonn
making before an athletic event does
open house parties two weeks ago,
plore new bars anywhere.
like to attend the football and volleyketing,
and
Dr.
Randall
Koper
and
nia,toldRaythathisjokeswere
7p.m.attheCaJ
Expo
not diminish the performance. Howpanhellenic scheduled three parties
New Castle, Black and Tan, and
ball games; while others perfect their
Dr. Kenneth Day, who are in charge
Ray started stand-up comedy.
will aJso be ot the
ever, it can be distracting. Most of the
with about2S girls at each party. The
Bass Ale are the beers that Britney
skills in target shooting, waterskiing,
ofoperations. They began the service
wasashort-livedexperiencebecallliJI'OUJfor,.this show are $ 1
fans want to watch the game.
tum out wasn't as good as they exEyraud enjoys drinking when she
in July 1988 and have added 40 stasomehowtheolderpassengersonjF;Ijlllllll
golfing, or just sleeping. For these
This is one of the many jokes that
pected, and they had to drop the partravels into San Francisco 10 visit an
lions in the past 36 weeks. Tele-Joke
cruise ship he worked on didn't
students a weekend in Stockton may
Communications
Professor Dr. Alan
lies down to only two.
Bodeans will be at tlj
"awesome" bar in the Mission Disis connected with six of the top ten
preciate his jolces on sex and
be more relaxing than a vacation in
Ray creates for his 15-month-oldjoke
The houses also put a lot of lime
trict. "It's like an English pub,"
4.
Tickets for the 8 p.m
stations,
too!
Eleven
years
and
a
PhD
later,
another city, and definitely less exservice. The service, calledTele-Joke,
iDio pre-rush to make it fun for all.
Eyraud said enthusiastically.
pensive.
Every morning when Ray drives
back into writing jokes.
is a daily service that has 46 radio
And believe me, it is loads of fun. I
Wine tasting in the Napa Valley is
to school his dial is set to KHOP 104
Females between the ages
But the students that take their
subscribers
across the country. The
think the theme parties are the most
very popular, too. There is nothing
little "excursions" have memories
FM or KWIN 97.7 FM to try to catch
and 49 are Ray's target aucllicqptu
fun. Each hbt&!lllW a lfleme and they
quite like drinking with a grou~f .)tley, will never forget. They have subscribers use the jokes of that day
one of his jokes on the air.
Everyday Ray n;ads fourne,IVsp&Jtli
decorared the bouse in that !heme,
for their morning brq,~
· cas~·--- _
yollf good friends, espeeially· wllen
made
friendships
that
will
last
a
life~·To
hear
y
)ok~s
on
th
e.
r<>n~(;~~.
·.·~~~~! _~~ hl»
Eveainx wltb
1
Ray's idea of a~ joice service
and they tltess up and have fun skits.
it's free.
'ncm
"4'-11."""
-are~mfiicts
II 7:30p.m in theO
time and created moments that may
makes
me
really
nervous.
there
is
It's really a Irick.
has never been done fore. In the
Other excursions that help stuprove to be the highlights of their
difference between writing the jokes
exp~~ed from the!e"~ ·ptj,fifi~P:"' reserved.
past
the joke services have been
dents escape the "claws" ofUOP are
college career.
and delivering them. Sometimes there
t~levision stars, news reporters,
weekly, and by the time the DJ's use
is
a
new
dimension
of
the
jokes
when
ptes
and tee~a~ers~ ~sy
the jokes, they area week old. "Johnny
the DJ delivers the joke. Other
Ray. Celebnues are m the spo~~
forareason,saidRay; theyne~!dlll •'""·
brought down to our level.
"I feel that what I do is imJOOdlll•
because society needs that
By Susan Brooks
release.lfl can demean one celebtt
or south campus gym; running before
Feature Editor
rtmg, as well," said cheerleader Lisa
then I've done my job," said Ray,
practice, lifting weights twice a week,
Hill.
Ray feels that there is one ~llin.R.
attending booster luncheons and funcGo, go U- 0- P!
lem with comedy, and that is k
tions, and becoming more involved
Along with the obvious job of
The 1989 - 1990 UOP cheerleadin the community.
vulnerableacomedianbecornesM
cheering at games, the cheerleaders
ers are improving their image. In the
telling a joke.
"I feel really good about the new
are involved in fundraisers so they
past, the cheerleaders have been
"If the audience doesn't
squad. They are committed and encan travel and support the team. They
booed and hissed off the field for no
then
you feel like the biggest il&f. .llv.
thusiastic. I am lucky to have such an
supply the players with juice and
apparent reason. Gina Coruccini,
outstanding squad who is willing to
the world. But you can't let it WG•..-.::Ill
doughnuts when they leave for their
cheerleading advisor and coach, has
work not 100 percent, but 200 peryou. You can't think about whatyt
away games, no matter what lime in
almldy begun the process of achievaudience is thinking down insidt
the morning. They make posters for
ina a new image for the squad.
theteam,andhelpmolivatetheschool
"I feel really good
think what keeps me going with tJ:. ~I~ J\rnphiithe~au-e.
"This is a building process and
at the rallies.
jokes is that the DJ's like the
about the new
will take a while to be at the level we
said Ray.
Coruccini's role as advisor is to
Rally want, but with the squad and
squad.
They
ore
Tele-Joke is basically justa hob
tell the squad of events, and to give
commitment I have now, I tnow we
for
Ray. He is doing what he enjcY,
guidance; coach, critique, and get
committed and
will get there. UOP has an awesome
and
that is his main concern.
routines motivated; and to give spirit
squad that really wants to have a
enthusiastic."
"A
cleverly written joke can be
and encouragement to represent UOP
I
positive image and I believe they are
beautiful
as any picture," said Ra
with pride.
weD on their way," said Coruccini.
cent. The squad wants to be great and
The goals of the new squad are to
The squads in the past have not
they are," said Coruccini.
~
increase crowd involvement, promote
had much guidance or been on a
Even before school started the ~
collegiate level, according to Corucschoolspirit,andrepresentUOPwith
cheerleaders were showing their dedi- ·~
a positive image as a school and as
cinni. They didn't know what to do,
cation. All the squad members were
cheerleaders. They have also added
orwhatwasexpectedofthem.CorucUOP Cheerleaders showing their spirit at the UOP v~
required toattendcheerleading camp
cini has altered last year's program so
two male cheerleaders to help the
San Jose Volleyball game Tuesday night
from Aug. 8-11. The pwpose of the
that the squad will generally become
squad
reach the collegiate level and
camp was to bring the squad together
basically a workshop for the squad. I
ticed everyday in the UOP stadium
more involved in everything. The as a team and to compete with other think
assist
them
in tricky formations.
our squad also learned a little
until school Started, rigorously perrevised program entails cheering at
college level cheerleaders. At camp,
this year includes Chris
The
squad
bit more about dedication and our
all football and basketball games,
fecting their repertoire of approxiEast,
Ray
Lozano,
Beth Cunningthe UOPsquad won two spirit awards,
dedication from camp will hopefully
most volleyball games, and some
mately 50 cheers. They also attended
ham, Missy Campbell, Carol Beza
a superior~phy and four of the girls
show out on the field," said cheerbaellallgames; JII'8Cticingdwe times
the football team scrimmages and a
won the superior sensational award.
Charlene Leong, Lisa Hill, Care;
leader Carolyn Foster.
Stockton Ports game.
·
a week in either the football stadium
"We went to camp to learn better
Chatfield,
Carolyn Foster, Carlene
After camp the squad had five
''Coach Harris is promoting a new
techniques and more dances. It was
Potter,
Coco
Hess, Jamie Naples,
days off before returning to UOP for
football program here at UOP and
Stacie
Smith,
and, of course, the
yet another camp. The squad practhis is a chance for our new begin.
mascot Tommy.

By Susan Brooks

By Guy A. Williams

Staff Writer

There is a joker in the
communication department
Ra~ele-Joke

irJ
.
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UOP Cheerleaders: attempting a new image
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YOSMIDGE... CBRIGO ... LOCKEIT... BMNNXTC

WANTED: Humorous, unique and bizarre license plate phrases. The
Padfican wants to know your reason for
having a customized plate.
Call The Padfican, ask for Susie. 946-2155

lOth
festiva

ENTERTAINMENT
KUOP broadcasts nightly talk shows
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~urle
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ll. ~ while scanning your radio
u~ ~ swp at 91.3 FM and listen to the

Welte~~ the \Jnh,lll~ter. University's own KUOP• .
n M tng old rno .er ty,

SinCe April of this year, lhe sta-

ar~c 1\vain anis d ~haS featured live, weeknight talk

1110

fa.. ~'ffS with topics ranging from foot-

~to sobriety, with variouscommu,i!YisSIJCSinbetween. Theprograms
,edeSigned to "serve a community
~ by discussing relevant topn °1>Crformsrno Ut · J;S," said Greg Pochini, KUOP's
00
e has_been I>erfo ~0 es ~ and operations director.
010 smce 197 flllin~e
oepending on the evening you
6
_am Will bepr:d.'I'\Utin ~in,youmaybeabletocatchyour
mcotn on carnp n~n~is pofessor,ASUOPpresident,oreven
us tn q:b. fJesjdent Atchley hosting one of the
fiJY shows presented each night at
~:30 p.m. Here's the schedule broteo down so you know when to tune
len re senseless Stu
.d0;• but I enjo fl' ~
sP Utnam.
Y 'l''tin
·1. utnam read abo ~

jp.

tmen

MONDAY: Monday's Sports
DS~Df,gives listeners achance to call
ill ,td talk wilh UOP's new athletic
diJeCIOC, Ted Leland, about Tiger
dlletics along with other sports is!IJCS.

hosted by UOP professors and occa~io~lly President Atchley! The topIcs dtscussed may be similar to those
you hear in the classroom as the hosts
discuss their areas of expertise.
. WEDNESDAY: World Revim
1s hosted by UOP's Jerry Hewitt of
lhe Political Science Department.
Callers are welcome to ask questions
or comment on current world issues.
THURSDAY: Community Pot»WUJ:i features a series of topics
including "Sobriety Comer,""Speaking Out with Khalifah on Black Issues,i"The Latin Voice," and "The
Asian Emergence" with co-host
Chinh Vu, ASUOP president.
FRIDAY: A Closer Look began
two years ago and triggered the formation ofthis nightly series on KUOP.
It is an in-depth discussion of current
local issues. Community members
host the show and often include a
guest that specializes in the issue
involved.
So, the next time you're looking
for a radio station, why not tune your
dial to 91.3 FM and hear what's
happening at KUOP. Or better yet,
pick up the phone and dial 946-2378
to voice your raves over theair waves!

McCAFFREY CENTER GALLERY
Currently in the McCaffrey Center Gallery, works by artists John
deMarchi and Joseph Farais are being shown. DeMarchi's works are in
the tradition of the artist-engineer, in the style ofLeonardo. Farais' work:
is influenced by the aerodynamic shapes of musical instruments and
medieval weaponry. This exhibition is being presented through Oct 6.
The McCaffrey Center Gallery is located on the second floor of the
McCaffrey Center. Admission is free. Gallery hours are MondayFriday 9 a.m.- 9 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 3-9 p.m. For more
infonnalion call 946-2171.

McCAFFREY CENTER THEATRE
CROSSROADS: ....•. Thursday, Sept. 28 at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 30 at 7 p.m.
COUSINS: •••••...••...... Friday, Sept. 29 at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 30 at 9:30p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 1 at 2, 7, and 9:30p.m.
THE NATURAL: •... Tuesday, Oct. 3 at 9 p.m.

a

~
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I
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CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
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TUESDAY: UOP Potpourri is

CoNCERTs----.

"

UOP student Tim Brisson talks with Dr. Brian Klunk

Stones, Marley reviewed
By Eric Ironson
Staff Writer

The Grateful Dead will be at the Shoreline Amphitheatre Sept. 29 &

30 at8 p.m. They will also perform Oct. 1 at 5 p.m. Tickets for all shows

are $21.50 reserved and $18.50 lawn. .
CindereUa will perfonn with Bandlands and Tangier Saturday, Sept.
30 at 7 p.m. at the Cal Expo Amphitheatre. Advance tickets are $18.50.
The groups will also beat the Shoreline Amphitheatre Oct. 2at 7:30p.m.
TICkets for this show are $18.50 reserved and $16.50 lawn.
The Bodeans will be at the Fillmore in San Francisco on Wednesday,

Oct 4. Tickets for the 8 p.m. show are $15 and $16.
Stray Cats are in concert at the Fillmore, Thursday, Oct 5 at 8 p.m.
TICkets are $18 and $19.
"An Evening witb Andreas Vollenweider'' will be presented Friday,
Oct. 6 at7:30 p.m in lhe Greek Theatre. Tickets are $19.50 advanced and
$22.50 reserved.
The Doobie Brothers will perform with Henry Lee Summer Friday,

Oct 6 at 7:30 p.m. at the Cal Expo Amphitheatre. Advance tickets are
$19.50. The group will also be at the Shoreline Amphitheatre on Oct. 7 for
abenefit coneert for lhe Oaildren's Hospital at Stanford. This show begins
118 p.m. and tickets are $19.50 reserved and $17.50 lawn.

Fine Young Cannibals will be in concert Thursday, Oct. 12 at 7:30p.m
Tickets are $18.50. The group
will also perform wilh Neneh Cherry at the Shoreline Amphitheatre
Friday, Oct. 13. The tickets for the 8 p.m. show are $19.50 reserved and
$16.50 lawn.

It the Cal Expo Amphitheatre at 7:30p.m.

Stevie Nicks and The Hooters are in concert Oct. 18 at 7:30p.m. at the
Cal Expo Amphitheatre. Tickets are $18.50 in advance. The performers
will also be together in the Shoreline Amphitheatre on Oct. 20 at 8 p.m.

1Oth annual Jazz
festival to perform

Apleasant break fromavantgarde,
IUIJ!essilve. rock and even fusion,
1"'_1.,:-l;l"weJ.-tt Jazz is music that can
~~IUIII...I to the enthusiasm of people of
ages. The sixteen different bands
trill beplaying riveting, driving music
that of Tude Murphy and Jelly
Morton 10 slower tunes of Star
""""""''~~~ 10'... Wharever they'll be playing,
are sure to please the throngs of

fans and newcomers.
The San Joaquin Dixieland Jazz
Society has been presenting the festival for many years. This particular
festival is known for its relaxed and
friendly atmosphere, but by no means
is this festival without high energy.
Hot traditional and Dixieland Jazz
make for great dancing music, so
make sure to bring those danein'
shoes! Be sure to bring your appetite
as well because the food will be
abundant.
The festival will takeplacearound
the head of Stockton's deep water
channel, in the Civic Auditorium,
Chili Pepper and Romano's restaurant and the Waterfront Warehouse.
For more infonnation on the lOth
Annual Jazz By the Waterfront festival,call the Jazz Hotlineat478-6311.

Tigers
Yogurt
9 Flavors

STATE OF THE ARTS

THE ROLLING STONES
Steel Wheels
In reviewing the new Stones album, I tried not to let the hoopla
surrounding their farst North American tour in eight years interfere with
an honest opinion. It didn't matter
because I was far from ~isappointed.
In Steel Wheels, the Stones have released their most consistent LP since
Some Girls. The lyrics from the first
single, "Mixed Emotions," attempts
to resolve the problems with the
Jagger/Richards feud by offering to
"Bury the hatchet/Wipe out the past"
Richard's familiar guitar riffs come
through on rockers like "Sad Sad
Sad" and "Rock and a Hard Place"
with Bill Wyman's steady bass and
Charlie Watts' brilliant drumming
setting the tone. "Hold on to Your
Hat" recalls the rockabilly style of
"RipThisJoint"from the classic Exile
on Main Street LP.
Jagger and Richards seem to be
battling throughout the album for
superiority in both singing and guitar
playing. It is Richards wh_o conquers
in the end with his vocals and guitar
on the final cut It's a lovely ballad
entitled "Slipping Away" filled with
gripping lyrics like "All I want is
ecstasy/But I ain't getting much/] ust
getting off on misery."
The Stones have put together an
excellent album to support them on
their upcoming tour, and I look forward to the two nights at the Oakland
Coliseum and a rumored third night
at the Shoreline Amphitheatre with
eager anticipation.

ZIGGY MARLEY & THE
MELODY MAKERS
One Bright Day
Some great reggae has been released since the death of Bob Marley
in 1981, but no one artist has stood
out among the others and taken
charge. This puts a lot of pressure on
the son of the late Mr. Marley, David
"Ziggy" Marley.
Ziggy and the rest of the Melody
Makers (his youngerbrother Stephen,
and his three sisters Cedella, Sharon,
and Stephanie) have the difficult task
of following up their breakthrough
debut album Conscious Party. I'm
happy to say that their second release, One Bright Day, does not fall
into the dreaded "sophomore slump"
category.
Ziggy found two excellent producers in Chris Frantz and Tina
Weymouth (Talking Heads,Tom Tom
Club) whose African influences are
clear!y shown in their past work. The
title track is a fine cut, expanding
reggae to a more Americanized pop
fonn,aswith theupbeat"LookWho's
Dancing." Marley tells his version of
the tragic hurricane that nearly destroyed Jamaica in "When the Lights
Gone Out". The strongest track of all
is "Black My Story (Not History),"
where Ziggy questions the Western
interpretations of African history.
I found fault with one of the cuts,
"All Love," because it sounds too
much like their father's classic "One
Love." We don't need an eighties
version of that song to prove to us that
they inherited Bob's musical ability;
it is shown throughout One Bright
Day.

Ira Lehn, cello, and Rex Cooper, piano, will present a UOP Resident
Artist Series Recital on Friday, Sept 29 at 8:15p.m. in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall.
Among the pieces to be perfonned for the recital are "3rd Suite for
Unaccompanied Cello," "Variations and Epilogue," and "Sonate III
Opus30(l."
Admission is by $2.00 scholarship donation; children and University
students wiJI be admitted free of charge.

Stockton is great
... take a look!
By David Hurst
Entertainment Editor
Now that you've all settled into
the daily routine of college, you're
probably becoming somewhat bored.
After a week of on-stimulating classes
and a hectic schedule, you want
something a little more mellow,
something relaxing, and something
entertaining. Of course, by now, a
majority of the students have gone
home to report to their friends and
family that Stockton is boring and
that there is virtually "nothing to do."
Amazing as it may seem, Stockton offers a plethora of amusing and

entertaining times if one wishes to
truly seek them out. Actually, it is not
difficult to find something to do in
this city. Unlike many cities of its
size, Stockton offers a multitude of
cultural events and places of interest.
Coming from Bakersfield, a city
of similar size and commodities, I
expected to find Stockton to have the
limiting appeal that one fmds in
Bakersfield. Surprisingly, this wasn't
the case.
Among Stockton's entertainment
faculties are four, count 'em, four
theaters. Each theater is a complex
with many theaters. Now I realize
that those of you from art and entertainment capitals such as Los Angeles, New York, SanFrancisco orother
metropoli aren't really impressed by
numerous theaters. Others don't have
the advantages that you take for
granted. There are other theaters in
Stockton, but neither their presentations nor their titles are printable.
Seek those out on your own. I don't
want to know about it
For those of you who are into the
dramatic experience, numerous production companies are located in this
Besides rhe University presen-

lations, one might seek to attend a
play at Delta College, which will
soon be presenting a play by Moliere.
The Stockton Civic Theatre has just
opened auditions for"My FairLady,"
and is currently presenting Neil
Simon's Broadway hit "Biloxi
Blues."
Music fetishes may be soothed by
attending any of the local music faculties. The Stockton Concert Band
will be in full force soqn. Musical
productions are planned for December and April by the Stockton Opera
Association. Auditions for that organization are also running.
Stockton's offerings are not limited to cultural entertainment. One
needs only to discover the joys of ice
skating or miniature golf to recollect
the excitement of youth. Both 'of
these activities are available at a
minimal cost
One of the great things about
Stockton is its central location. Within
an hour or a few hours, you can be in
San Francisco, Reno, Tahoe, or Sacramento. All of these places offer a
wide range of activities to keep you
busy.
If you have a travel sense, why
not spend an evening driving to Sacramento or San Francisco to achieve
your desired cultural enlightenment.
Both of these cities offer a wide variety of theaters, movies, operas, musicals, and dance clubs.
Many of you may remember a
clause in your college application
essay that indicated a desire to become "a well- rounded individual."
Stockton provides an ample opportunity for this both on and off campus.
So, as you drive down 1-5 and
notice a watertowerthatsays "Stockton is great...Take a Look!," don't be
so doubtful. It's out there: just get off
campus and find it.

Keith Richards and Mickjagger: A fight to.the finish.

PIZZA 1/2 PRICE~-
GINO'S PIZZA
4415 PACIFIC AVENUE
951-9393
Buy Any 16" Large
Pizza, Dine In Or Take
Out, And Receive 1/2
Off The Regular Price.
Valid Thru Oct 11,
1989 with Pacific Express. (Not Valid on
Delivery).

DELIVERY OFFER
$2 Off Any
Large Pizza
Or
$3 Off Any 24"26" Pizza
Call Gino's
951-9393
No Coupon Needed

Save 50% ~iA.IJH

Save sso

199 - This twin size frame includes

'279 - Tllis hardwood double size

standardfuton.Greatforsmallliving
spaces. Adjusts easily to a bed, coucfi
or recliner.

frame includes standard futon. A
great addition to any room! Style may
vary.

Fi)ff-f.,.t 'f4~)f ,,~,A"' A.tiAilA,ltl

Get the very best buys on a huge selection of futons, waterbeds, mattresses, bedroom
furniture and accessories. Buy now... put no money down, pay no interest and make
no payments for90 days! (O.A.CJ Come m and see us this weekend ... there's a lot more
going on in The Bedroom than you ever thought!
Slockton
5756 Pacific Ave.
(at Robinhood)
4'78-m.80

._

~
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Tiger Tracks UOP volleyball IS
Thursday, Sept. 28
8:00p.m.

Field Hockey at Northern Illinois

Friday, Sept. 29
Golf at New Mexico St./Coca
Cola Classic
Volleyball at Cal Poly SLO
Water Polo vs. UCSB

7:30p.m.
4:00p.m.

Saturday, Sept. 30
Football vs. LONG BEACH ST.
Volleyball at UCSB
Water Polo vs. STANFORD
Field Hockey at Michigan St.
Cross Country at Fresno St. Dual

6:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
12:00 noon
7:00p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 1
Water Polo at UCSC
Field Hockey at Northwestern

11:00 a.m.
2:00p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 4
Field Hockey vs. CALIFORNIA

3:00p.m.

TH£ JocK SHoP
Pacific ranked nationall
By Tonr Gregory
Senior Staff Writer

Though not considered an athletic powerhouse, the University of
the Pacific has faired well in terms
of national rankings. Three different Tiger teams. volleyball, waterpolo, and field hockey, have already
gained Top 20 recognition this season.
The volleyball squad has rattled
off II straight victories enroute to
their best start since 1983. The Tigers are currently ranked fourth in
~nation; and, if all goes according
to plan, that number is bound to rise.
Last week UOP's waterpolo
team was listed as the fourteenth
best team in the country. The Tigers'
record is a mediocre 2-2; however,
one of the losses came at the hands
of No. 1 ranked Cal which has a
record of 8-1.
UOP'sfield hockey team started
outlastweekwithaNo.19ranking.
Although a tough loss to Cal last
Sarurday will more than likely hurt
that ranking, the squad still holds a
3-2 overall record and a 2-1 NorPac
Conference record.
Not ranked, but••.
No, UOP's football team is not
ranked in the Top 20. In fact they are
not even close to being ranked.
However, the Tigers are close to
something else: victory.
If you have some spare cash on
handthatyou'dliketohavedoubled
by week's end, place a bet on the
Tigers in this weekend's matchup
against Long Beach State. This is
not just a sports writer's hunch or
even a ploy to get students excited
about Saturday's game; it's a mathematical equa::: " that a statistics
professor would be proud of. Simply put, the variables add up to a
Tiger win.
Due to a few critical injuries, the

12. The Tigers were fueled by Pam
Lance and Cathey Scotlan, who each
hammered 11 kills apiece. Scotian
had an additional4 service aces and 7
blocks assisted. Oden was the team
leader with 11 digs.
In the finals of the tournament
UOP met host Notre Dame and
breezed past them in an hour with a
15-7, 15-3, 15-7 victory. The Tigers
exploded for a team record .439 hitting percentage including .580 for
the first two games. Scotian blasted
11 kills and 8 blocks assisted while
Krissey Fifer contributed 10 kills.
Melanie Beckenhauer earned the
tournament's most valuable player
award with 122 assists; joining her
for all-tournament awards were
Elaina Oden, Cathey Scotian and
Krissey Fifer.
In the final match of the week,
Pacific disposed of Santa Clara 1512, 16-6, 15-6. Devin Scruggs powered UOP with a perfect nine for nine
from the floor as well as 3 service
aces.

By Derrick Kau

Tom Gregory
Tigers come up on the short end
physically. However, don't underestimate the power of psychological factors such as confidence,
motivation, intensity, and momentum.
Right now you •d have to say that
tlte Tigers' confidence level is fairly
high after coming close to pulling
off an upset victory over San Jose
State last weekend. And if you're
wondering about intensity and
motivation, just watch Greg Koperek and Mark Crawford and
they'll defme the terms for you; not
by telling, but by doing.
Momentum, which is extremely
important in the early going of a
game, is also in the Tigers' favor.
Though they are 0-4, the Tigers
have learned from their mistakes
and have improved with every game.
Now they are on the threshold of
putting it all together and are anxious for their flfst win.
That sums it all up from Pacific's viewpoint, but it's also important to look at things from the
opponent's perspective. Long Beach
State comes into this weekend's
game with a 2-2 record; however,
they are coming off ofa 52-0 loss to
Fresno State. So much forthe49'ers
confidence, motivation, intensity,
and momentum.
Say no more -- the Tigers will
win on Saturday.

PEP RALLY
Thursday, ·
12:00 noon
Come support the football team

Senior Staff Writer

The UOP volleyball team is off
and flying to their best start since
1985, the year they won their first of
two national championships. Pacific
moved to 10-0 for the season as they
swept past opponents in the Notre
Dame tournament as well as a road
match against Santa Clara. ·
AssistantCoachPerriHankinsattributes the early team success to
"improvements in passing and defense, good team chemistry and overall team conditioning, which has enabled the Tigers to stay healthy." This
was evident by the team's showing at
the Notre Dame tourney.
First in line for Pacific was Big
East power Pittsburgh, who suffered
a 15-5,15-13,18-161oss. The Tigers
relied on offense hitting for .406 as a
team while committing just 8 errors.
Sharon Kasser was the big gun for the
Tigers slamming, 13 kills, 2 blocks
solo, 11 diga and .571 kill percentage. Elaina Oden was the team high
in digs with 16.
PacifiC dueled in their next match
with no. 18 Western Michigan, who
was defeated handily 15-9,15-1,15-

Field Hockey
looses to Cal
Field Hockey fell to Cal4-l Saturday when the Tigers met the Bears
in Berkeley. This is the Tiger's flfst
loss in the NorPac conference. Nita
Bruner scored the lone goal for the
Tigers while Michelle McLiman put
3 of the four goals on the board for
Cal.
The loss puts U.O.P. 2-1 in the
NorPac conference and 3-2 overall.
As for Cal, their record improves to
2-1. and 2-3.
The Tigers travel to Illinois this
week where they'll meet Northern
Illinois, Michigan State and Northwestern.

Cathey ·s cotian spikes one down against San jose State.

By janyce Rogers
Guest Writer

Nita Bruner

Craig Ackley

When you watch a field hockey
match this year, you'll see number
13 scurrying around the field with a
look of intensity and a determination to put some points on the board.
Nita Bruner, a 5-8 junior from Baldwin Parle:, wears the number 13 with
pride.
As the starting forward, she's
scored all but one of the Lady Tigers' goals on the season.
Nita is a sports medicine major
and is a member of Alpha Chi
Omega. Says teammate Laurie
Liebman, "She's a stud. She is
always hurt but always plays; she's
a real motivation to us all."

UOP athlete of ti1e week, Craig
Ackley, excels il; waterpolo and art.
Last year as a sophomore Craig
received an honorable mention for
the All Big West Conference Team
and helped the Tigers obtain their
ranking of9 in the NCAA. This year
he was voted team captain and plans
to do his best to lead the Tigers to an
even more successful season.
In addition to his athletic talent
Craig is an exceptional artist.
professors noticed his gift for ceramics an gave him his own studio
just after his freshman year.
Craig 's outlook on life: "Relax
and enjoy it."

Ifu

'IJAPPY "YOGCJR"T''" 'l:JO'(jR
TWO yoG~R."T'8
FOR "THE! $ OF QN~
6pm • \CROSS I m : S IIU.U

See your name on the byline! Be a
ph~tographer or staff writer. Whatever you are Interested ln. Applications are available at The Paclflcan
(third floor Hand Hall). (W)RITE NOWI

Cross country
takes off running

ATHLETES OF
THE WEEK

•l

1 Opm*

H~0:\1
:\DEl~

*GOODWITH
ASUOPCARD
THOUGH
OCTOBER 15TH

U CK \ ' 'S.

1\E\\ \I \NAGEMEI\T •

As the first fall storm descended
on the grape laden hills of Sonoma
Valley. the UOP Lady Tiger Cross
Country team arrived with over 300
NCAA Division 1 runners to participate in the annual Sonoma State
University Invitational meet. After
training in the Stockton heat for four
weeks, cool rainy weather was a welcome change and did not effect their
ability to compete in their first meet
of the season.
Senior Karen Damgaard led the
Tigers with a time of 22:17, and
sophomore Stacey Johnson was right
behind her with a respectable 23:25.
fmish.
Lightning attacked the hills as the
guns signaled the start of the race
where runners converged on the ftrst
turn, fighting for a position in the
pack. The 3.2 mile course circled the
Sonoma State University campus,

Each participating organization
must send a representative to the
Parade Entrants Meeting on Friday, September 29, at 9:00 a.m.
in the Holt Atherton Conference
Room in the Library.
For more information contact:
Mark Swope, Parade Coordinator
UOP Alumni Office
(209) 946-2391
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Clt~~polo blows Santa
• I
.
,~·IJ'~.Ciara out of water Too htt e, to~ late 1n Sa~ Jose

The Paci(ican, September 28, 1989
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lop~~~~- SY John Terra
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'Ibe story of the UOP vs Santa
ClJa waterpolo game on Friday, Sept
zz was nothing sho:fl of a massacre.
'(be Tigers were in control of the
~from the very start.
UOP's starting line-up came out
$11011& and hard, scoring six goals to
santa Clara's zero in the frrst quarter.
Junior driver Mike Allen could not be
stOJlPC<l on the counter-attack and
scored three goals in the frrst five
Jllinutes. Consistent play was the
mode of the ftrSt half as the Tigers
~~~ added five more goals in the second
quarter for a halftime score of 11-0.
Freshman Eli Gatreaux opened
up the second half with incredible
shots from the 2-meter position then
went on to score three of his four

By Matt Butts

goals in the third quarter. Another
freshman, Tom Cheli, replaced the
Tigers' Dan Dellamajoria as goalie
in the second half.
Three goals were scored by Todd
Hinders. Kelly Porter, Craig Ackley,
and Dave Johnson each scored two·
Todd Hosmer and Scott Dedon scored
one apiece.
Although Santa Clara was able to
put in two goals,UOP showed complete domination with a final score of
18-2.
The Tiger Waterpolo team will
play their next home game on Friday,
Sept. 29 at 4:00 against UCSB.
Says coach John Tanner about
UCSB, "Santa Barbara can't be
counted out of the championship race
because they have extremely talented
athletes. We will have to play a great
game to beat the Gauchos."

Staff Writer
The second half of last Saturday's
game may not have been the frrst step
of UOP's football season, but it certainlywasthebiggest. Pacific'sTigers
exploded into life, outscoring San
Jose State 25-14 in the final two
quarters at Spartan Stadium. Unfortunately, San Jose State had been
spotted a 20 point halftime lead, and
Pacific fell41-32 in the game, and to
0-4 on the season.
Troy Kopp, in his second start at
quarterback, frred four touchdown
passes, two each to sophomore Jason
Edwards and freshman Aaron Turner.

Tigers exploded
into life
outscoring San
Jose St. 25-14 in
the final two
quarters

His second scoring toss to Edwards,
with 3:59 left in the fourth period,
t;·
closed the Spartan lead to only two
g
points, 34-32. But fullback Johnnie
~
-. Johnson burst over from the five with
22 seconds remaining in the game,
capping
a 60-yard San Jose State
I
drive which ended UOP's hopes.
~
The Spartans jumped out to a 21'Si
§ 0 lead in the first quarter on three
touchdowns by Johnson on a run of l
Scott Dedon blocks a pass against Santa Clara.
yard, and pass receptions from quarterback Matt Veatch of 10 and 45.
For the second straightyear,Johnson,
also a forward on the San Jose State
basketball team, scored four times
· towns each weekend. Not a bad way against the Pacific defense.
By Cathie Allen
to see France! This weekend they
The Tiger offense scored only
Guest Writer
have a tournament in Paris which onceinthefrrsthalf,asTumerjumped
Herrington is looking forward to, as high in the endzone to bring down an
she has heard there will be other 18-yard Kopp pass. The drive began
Americans froyt French teams there. with safety Greg Koperek's third
She has found that while the vol- interception ofThe season (he would
leyball they play is essentially the add another before the game's consame, some things are a little differ- clusion), and was helped along by
(See BROOKE, back page)
two Spartan offsides penalties in
crucial situations. Kicker Jon Derr
tacked on the extra point and UOP
was left trailing 27-7 at the half.
Scott Lubow, just converted to
running back this past Tuesday, gained
124 yards in his first game in the
backfield. Kopp meanwhile threw
for 270 yards, and went without an
interception until the final play of the
game. Coming into the game as the
third-rated signal-caller in the conference, he completed 19 of 45 attempts on the day. On the defensive
side of the ball, Koperek stood out
once again for the Tigers, making 10

"

t

Where is she now?

J.~ 1

Quarterback Troy Kopp is ready to get a first down while Rodney Powell and Randy
Pauletto block.
tackles to add to his interceptions.
After the Spartans opened up the
second half scoring on a 66-yard
touchdown completion from Veatch
to Tony Jeffrey, Pacific put poin!S on
the board on four consecutive drives.
Turner went 33 yards with a Kopp
spiral to fth1ish an eighty-yard drive
and Derr topped another drive of 55
yards with a 37 yard field goal.
Edwards then scored on receptions of
3 and 63 yards. For the game, Turner
caught seven balls,andEdwardsfive.
This Saturday, the Tigers will ride
the wave of their new-found confidence back into Stagg Memorial
Stadium to face the Long Beach State' 49ers. CSULB, now 2:'2 on the season, was crushed by the same Fresno
State learn UOP played fairly even
for awhile two weekends ago. By a
score of 52-0, Long Beach also fell to
0-1 in conference play.
Long Beach is led by receivers
Derek Washington and Kelly Ryan,
with Washington being the major
weapon in an offensive attack that
features putting the ball in the air.
Senior quarterback Paul Oates was
injured in the second half versus
Fresno State, and it is questionable
whether he'll play against Pacific.
On the home team sideline, Greg
Koperek, the season leader in tackles
for the Tigers, had to leave last Saturday's game late in the fourth quarter

Brooke Herrington
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ACTIVITY

BADMINTON Tournament
M&W/singles
& doubles

ENTRIES
OPEN

ENTRIES
CLOSE

PLAY
BEGINS

NOTE

Sept. 19
3:00p.m.

Oct. 4
Oct. 5

Thurs.
only

One day

TRIATHLON

Individual

Sept.19

Oct. 4

Oct. 7

swimming,
biking and
running

VOLLEYBALL

League
4 -man &
co-ree

Sept. 19

Oct. 6
3:00p.m.

Oct. 16

Captain's
meeting 5:15
Oct. 12 in WPC
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SHOWROOM
1110 W . Fremont St. • Stockton, CA 95203

PROTESTANT
WORSHIP
SERVICE

• We provide fraternity sportswear, par:ry
favors, silk-screen t-shirts, hats, embroidery
and much more at LOW COST and
QUICKLY.

• We take late orders, get them there on time
and require NO CONTRACT.

MORRIS
CHAPEL
Sunday
Oct.lst
11:00 am

• we are Local and will suit your needs
whenever you desire.

-

Charpt it t11 your
your Bookstore
Aecount

----------------~---------.

209/464-4040

-

because of a wrist injury. If he is
unable to play, his replacement should
be redshirt sophomore Jim Sterner, a
quarterback who converted to scifety
this year. Sterner has also carried the
ball out of the offensive backfield
five times for fifteen yards.
Replacements will be needed at
both punt and kickoff returner as
Koperek has handled those duties
this season also.
UOP will probably go with a
backfteld of Troy Kopp, Rodney
Powell, and Scott Lubow this Saturday. None of these players were

· Saturday, the
T gers will ride the
wave of new found
confidence
starters at these positions when the
season started, but Coach Walt Harris, in search of a winning combination, found one with these three
against San Jose State. Senior Doug
Tackett fills the spot that Lubow
vacates on the front line at tight end.
Besides the impressive play of
safety Koperek, the Pacific defense
will look for more good performances by linebacker Darren Brady
and cornerback Louis Greggs. The
Tiger defensive front will once again
be
outsized their op~t0~u1g

offensive line, and must hold their
ground to make the defensive gameplan work.
At0-4,UOPhasreachedthegame
that everyone felt would be their ftrst
chance for victory this season. Long
Beach State is a better match-up tor
the Tigers, and their wins over Division II Cal-State Northridge and less
than powerful Boise State were not
particularly impressive nor comparable to UOP's competition versus
Auburn and Pittsburgh.
Saturday's game is scheduled for
a 6:30 p.m. start and most certainly
will be a good game to watch, not
only from a Pacific point of view, but •
from a competitive football perspective as well.

Soccer Club
meets
3:00p.m.
Friday, Sept. 29
Brookside Field
All interested
men and women
welcome.

,

ASSAULT
(Continued from front page)
7 p.m.- Healthy Sex: A discussion of healthy sexual relationships.
Presented in the Tiger Lounge.
Wednesday, 7 p.m.- Sex at 7:00How To Get What You Want, But
Not More Than You Bargained For:
An open forum discussion about sexual communication and attitudes that
may lead to abusive relationships.
8 p.m.- Discussion Groups: A
frank discussion of the attitudes and
feelings of students. Attend either
the men's group or the women's
group. If you weren't at the 7:00
assembly, don't worry; we want to
hear what you have to say.
Thursday, 12 noon- "'Who's

On First' or Communication for
Growing Relationships": From
Abbott and Costello's classic comedy, we learn a great deal about communication. This workshop will look
at ways to improve communication
within relationships. A combination
of dialogue and discussion will allow
participants an opportunity to "grow
in positive relationships." Norris
Palmer will facilitate.
7 p.m.- Sexual Decisions:
Presented by the San Joaquin AIDS
Foundation.
These programs provide an opportunity for growth, both individually and as a community.

BROOKE

HAZARD

(Continued from page 11)
ent, and she has to think about what
she is doing more than normal.
Nevertheless, she is one of the top
players on the team. The team has
high hopes for the season, since three
French national team members play
forRiom.
In addition to her practice and
French lessons, Herrington will also
be helping coach a youth team in
Riom.
Overall Herrington could not be
more pleased with her experience.
She is doing something she loves in a
new and challenging environment.
Says Herrington with her new-found
French flair, "C'est magnifique!"

(continued from page 3)
Corporation in February.
Schwegmann said there will be a
temporary price increase of about a
nickel in certain food items, due to
the ban, but the health benefits, he
argues, outweigh any price increase.
"I've only heard good things about
the ban," Schwegmann said. "We've
gotten support from all the student
media and most of the student body.
I'm very pleased with the results."
The next project for Environs this
year is to work on implementing a
recycling program on campus.

Ifyou can find aMacintosh
in tflis room,we mi t put one
in yours. Free.

VIRUS
(Continued from page 2)
into contact with an uninfected piece
of software, the virus passes into the
new program. So the infection can be
spread from one program to another
by people who swap disks.
A virus continues modifying a
program. Some infected programs
eventually stop working. The more
hostile viruses can destroy programs,
systems or data. Other viruses are
benevolent and do not do much harm
at all.
According to Dr. Day, a virus is
most likely to come from one of two
sources. The first, public domain
software, are programs that are not
copyrighted. They are freely distributed for anyone's use. The second
source is shareware, which is written
by a programmer and lent to others
for a fee.
A person is more prone to a
computer virus if he runs his floppy
disk on many different systems or if
he runs a lot of people's disks on his
program.
To protect yourself from picking
up a virus, there are a few things you
should keep in mind. Be careful
about accepting disks from others
and look cautious}y at public domain
software. If you do use public domain software, scan it ftrst to check

for viruses before running it. The
purpose of a scanning program is to
detect infected programs.
Should you find that one of your
programs is infected, four programs
are available to remedy the problem.
Allfour of the programs mustbe used
together because they all have their
own function. The anti-virus programs, which can be checked out
from the UOP Main Lab, are Virus
Rx, Repair, Virus Detective Desk
Accessory, and Vaccine.
The rust program to run when
installing virus detection is Virus Rx,
which is a general purpose virus detective. If there is a virus, the contaminated files will appear on the
screen. The second program to run is
Repair. This program will repair the
contaminated files. After the files are
fixed, Virus Detective Desk Accessory is installed. The last step is to put
the file Vaccine in the system folder.
At this point the machine is restarted.
Once Vaccine has been installed, it
will run each time the computer is
started to check for viruses.
"Vaccine is the most preventative
program. Other [programs] save,
repair and detect," stated Ed Bates,
director of Computer Services.
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FOI{ SALE
1965 white Ford Mustang. Asking
$5,000 or best offer. Condition.
Call944-7053.

Live thefts were report

DQ.A~T)

MAJ, your father has 3 days to
come through with a check. If he
doesn'tkeep up his end of the deal,

.

entofl>ublic Safety 111
total loss of $330. On
~nt re~~ his backp
~m mstde his car, wh
.m Lot #7 (behind J
tty). Other thefts .
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this "friendship" thing is off. Just a
warning! Dave & Steph.

8UC.Ic:E'T
0~ WA~Q.

BAt..I.OONS'

IIELP WANTED
The Anderson Y Center seeks volunteers for the Partners in Education(P.IE.)program. Educate,guide
and support younger students from
Stockton. Ifinterested or want more
information call Maureen or Jenny
at 946-2444.
College/Campus Representative.
Earn Top $. Flexible hours. Fun,
enjoyable, rewarding. Gross up to
$20,000 per year by helping friends
receive grants/scholarships. For info
please call: (213) 967-2115.
Cruise Ship Jobs! Immediate
openings! Seasonal and career
opportunities. Excellentpay. World
travel! Call(refundable) 1-518-4593535 Ext. 2975CD.

PERSONNALS
To my best bud Vince- thanks for a
real groovy time on Friday! You
look oh so hot in tye dye! Looking
forward to celebrating your 21st in
the traditional style! Love you linda
loo.
Lonely? Need a Date? Meet that
special someone today! Call
DA1ETIME (405) 366-6335.

penn·

To the grooviest inhabitants of that
geodesic dome called Tri Delta! Hey
girls thanks for making our event
intosuchaearthlyexperience!!! And
you all look so lovely in Tye Dye!
Thanks especially to Elissa -the daisy
queen! Love you all-jp

~ s teeter-totter: Th
ta's
·
leeter-toucr wa

In ~h~t will surely be Te easiest test of your intellect this term,Apple invites you
tthio.trydwt~rung a free Apple Macintosh* Plus personal computer merely by finding it in
s rawtng.
We'll eve~ give you a hint: It's not the table,the lamp, or the chair.
Now you re on your own.
To register, ~ook for, co~test details where Macintosh computers are sold on our
campus. Oh~ all nght, well g1ve you a hint for that,too.: Look at the bouom of this rd.
But dod1~ ~eall~ really fast. Because only one Macmtosh is being given away on this
campus, an 1t s gomg to happen soon.
Soon, as in right away. Pronto. Quicklike.
But hey, you can take a hint.

To CK, Karen, & Deltasig.........
Thanks for the great 21st surprise.
Lets do it again sometime. Who's
next?? Dave.
P.S. Will someone please help me
fmish all this cake??
19yearoldw.m.seeksw.m.ofcomparable age for traveling companionship. Call Kevin Dangers 9447790.
Barkley's
last
words .... . . Lynne!. .. save
me ... ruff..ruff..
pay the
ransome...ruffruff....please!!!! ruff.

••

Somebody's going to win afree Macintosh.

Elizabeth -You've only been a
pledge for a short while, hardly
enough time to fully realize the terrifying, unbearable ordeal you're in
for!! I Seriously, though, the fun's
only begun!! I Good Luck!!- Your
Big Bro from A-Phi-0, Dan
M - Let's make a deal! How are
you liking door number 2? I didn't
get to see you much this week hope next week is better.
R

m
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Enter by Friday, September 29th

University Computer ·store
Located inside the University Bookstore
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
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